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Hon. Heather A. Higginbottom, of the District of Columbia, to be
Deputy Secretary of State for Management and Resources

Dr. Sarah Sewall, of Massachusetts, to be Under Secretary of State
for Civilian Security, Democracy, and Human Rights

Richard Stengel, of New York, to be Under Secretary of State for
Public Diplomacy

NOMINATIONS HEATHER IIIGGINBOTTOM,
SARATI SE\ryALL, AND RICIIARD STENGEL

THURSDAT NOVEMBER 7, 2OI3

U.S. Suuarn,
ConrIvrrrrsn oN FoREIcN Ru,atIoNS,

Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:03 a.m., in room
SD-419, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert Menendez
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Menendez, Corker, Rubio, and Johnson.

oPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT MENENDEZ,
U.S. SEI'{ATOR FROM NE\ry JERSEY

The Cnernnr¿N. This hearing of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee will come to order.

Today, we have three nominees before the committee: Heather
Higginbottom to be Deputy Secretary of State for Management and
Resources; Dr. Sarah Sewall as Under Secretary of State for Civil-
ian Security, Democracy and Human Rights; and, Richarrl Stengel
to be the Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy.

One thing these three nominees will have in common, should
they be confirmed, is responsibility, in one way or another, for the
development and implementation of policies that touch on who will
be in a position to represent America and how American values
will be reflected around the world.

Our first panelist is Heather Higginbottom who, if confirmed,
would play a key role with respect to two priorities of mine: deter-
mining who represents the United States abroad and our policies
to protect them. For 20 years I have been pressing the Department
on the issues of diversity and minority recruitment and retention.
In my view, our Foreign Service personnel should mirror the diver-
sity of the Nation. It is our strength as a country and we should
capitalize on it.

Last year the State Department completed a 3-year hiring effort
to increase the workforce. For a department that ranks near the
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bottom when it comes to diversity, one would have expected a focus
on doing more to diversify the workforce. Instead we saw only some
gains by Asian-Americans and African-Ameri€ans and virtually no
gains for Hispanic-Americans. In fact, their overall numbers de-
creased in terms of percentage. So, I will look forward to hear your
assessment of where we are and what the future holds in terms of
recruitment policies.

On embassy security, as Deputy Secretary, you will be respon-
sible for how the Department's security programs and apparatus
are integrated with policy-level decisions. And I would like to know
how you plan on remaining intimately involved in, and transparent
about, security issues around the world. Attacks are against our
personnel and facilities are likely to continue as al-Qaeda, its affili-
ates and other terrorist groups continue to wage a global war
against us. The recent military-style suicide attack in Herat
against our consulate, although successfully repulsed by diplomatic
security and Afghan personnel, is evidence of the resolve and re-
sources of these groups.

These concerns, in additions to your views on how, as Deputy
Secretary, you would help steer the State Department through a
period in which resources are likely to be scarce and will require
careful management are issues that I hope to hear your thoughts
on today.

With that, let me turn to our Ranking Member Senator Corker.

oPEMNG STATEMENT OF HON. BOB CORKE&
U.S. SENATOR FROM TENNESSEE

Senator Conrnn. Mr. Chairman, thank you for having the hear-
ing.

Ms. Higginbottom, thank you so much for taking the time to
come by our office and being willing to serve in this way. I think
we would be much better off listening to you than me, and we will
do that and have some questions. But thank you for being here.

The Crnmua.m. Thank you.
With that, your full statement will be included in the record. I

will ask you to summarize it in around 5 minutes or so, so we can
enter into a dialogue. If you have any family or friends here, we
recognize that service is an extended service of family. And we ap-
preciate their willingness and their sacrifices as well. Please be
free to introduce them. The floor is yours.

STATEMENT OF HON. HEATHER A. HIGGINBOTTOM, OF TTIE
DISTRICT OF COLT]MBIÄ'' TO BE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR MANAGEMEIYT AND RESOTJRCES

Ms. HrccrNBorroM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member
Corker, and the distinguished members of this committee.

It is a great privilege to appear before you âs the nominee for
Deputy Secretary of State for Management and Resources.

I am humbled by the confidence that President Obama and Sec-
retary Kerry have placed in me. And I am honored to be nominated
to follow in the footsteps of Jack Lew and Tom Nides, two extraor-
dinary public servants; and to have the opportunity to serve along-
side one of our Nation's finest diplomats, Deputy Secretary Bill
Burns.
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If I may, I will introduce some of my family who are here today:
my parents, Ann and George Higginbottom, who inspired in me a
desire pursue a career in public service; my brother and sister-in-
law, Eric and Stella Higginbottom; and, my husband Danny Sepul-
veda, who has been my steadfast supporter. We had wanted to
bring along our l-year-old daughter, but thought it best to respect
the regular order of th-is committee and let her watch from home.
ll,aughter.]

The Csemn¿AN. We are child friendly here.
Ms. HrccrNBo?ToM. I am not sure she would have made it sitting

still this long.
As someone who began her career working for then Senator

Kerry, I start out with a deep respect for this institution and its
prerogatives. I welcome the Congress' shared responsibility for
American foreign policy. And, if confirmed, I pledge to work with
you to help make both our diplomacy and development more effec-
tive, more modern, and more agile.

The only professional path I have ever known has been public
service: from my time in the Senate, to my service as Deputy Direc-
tor of both the l[hite House Offrce of Management and Budget and
the Domestic Policy Council, to my most rcccnt appointmcnt as
counselor of the State Department. Over the course of my career
I have learned how to get results in government. I have seen that
it takes a determined effort to seek out and reward innovation, the
willingness to make tough budgetary tradeoffs, the drive to build
and inspire a strong, diverse workforce, and open, honest outreach
across the interagency and across the aisle.

Those are all the skills and experiences that the President and
Secretary Kerry thought were essential in a Deputy Secretary of
State for Management ancl Resources. If confirmed, I will share in
the global responsibilities for U.S. foreign policy and have broad
management and programmatic oversight responsibilities for both
State and USAID. I welcome especially the insight and input of
this committee.

I would like to share frve areas where I plan to focus, if con-
firmed.

First, my top priority will be ensuring the safety and sccurity of
our people and our posts. President Obama has made it clear that
we need our diplomats fullv engaged wherever our vital national
interests are at stake. That is why, if I am conflrrmed, I will work
to make certain that our processes, our organization, and cxrr cul-
ture keep pace with the rapidly evolving threats facing our dip-
lomats and development professionals. And I know Congress shares
this commitment to security and I look forward to working with
you to make sure that we have both the resources and the tools to
deliver on it.

Second, if confirmed, I will work to better prioritize the resources
and programs of.State and USAID. I will see to it that our limited
resources are going where we need them most and being used re-
sponsibly and effectively. This is especially important as we con-
tinue our efforts to right-size our presence and engagement in key
places like Afghanistan and Pakistan.

My third area of focus will be management, reform, and innova-
tion. We must do a better job of aligning our planning budget and
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management function with our foreign policy and national security
priorities. I will also work to ensure that the remarkable men and
women at State and USAID have the training, tools, and skills
they need to succeed. If confrrmed, I will oversee the second Quad-
rennial Diplomacy and Development Review, which will identify
important policy shifts, areas for innovation and management re-
forms required to address the challenges that we face today and I
the future.

Of course, Secretary Kerry is personally determined to effect last-
ing change, so I look forward to partnering with this committee
and the whole Congress on authorizing legislation for the State De-
partment and USAID.

My fourth area of focus will be better targeting and coordinating
our development efforts. These investments are not just the right
thing to do, they are the smart thing to do because helping to pro-
mote stability and creating opportunities for future trade and
shared growth is in America's interest.

Finally, if confirmed, I will build on the great work that has been
done to strengthen the State Department's economic i.mpact. As
Secretary Kerry has said, "Today, foreign policy is economy policy."
If confirmed, I will work to help our embassies and consulates
abroad, do even more to fight for American companies and promote
foreign investment that leads to jobs and opportunities at home.

Throughout rny 20-year career in public service, I have had one
overarching objective: to ensure that our government delivers and
that we make it work for the American people. Our foreign policy
investment, at about 1 percent of the Federal budget, is really na-
tional security insurance. It is one of the very best investments
that we can make for our country's future. But, I believe we can
and must do everything possible to increase the return on that in-
vestment. If conflrrmed, I will work each day to make good on that
promise and partner with all of you to make sure our diplomacy
and development help contribute to the kind of world we all want
to see, one that is more peaceful and more prosperous.

Thank you and I look forward to your questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Higginbottom follows:]

Pnsp.{Rr¡ Srar:¿uuNr o¡' Ho¡lrrrpn A. HrccrNsolrrolr

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Corker, and distinguished members
of this committee.

It is a great privilege to âppear before you as the nominee for Deputy Secretary
ol State for Management & Resources. I am humbled by the confìdence that Presi-
dent Obama and Secretary Kerry have placed in me, and I'm honored to be nomi-
nated to follow Jack Lew and Tom Nides, two extraordinary public servants, and
to have the opportunity to serve alongside one of our finest diplomats, Deputy
Secretary Bill Burns.

I would like to introduce my family menbers, who are here today: My parents,
George and Anne Higginbottom, who inspired me to pursue a career in pubiic serw-
ice; my brother, Eric Higginbottom; and my husband, Danny Sepulveda, who has
steadfastly supported me every step ofthe way.

We wanted our 1-year oid daughter, Gisele, to be here as well, but decided it was
in the interest of the commi¿tee's regular order to let her watch from home.

As someone who began her careet working for then-Senator Kerry, I start out
with a deep respect for this institution and its prerogatives. I recognize and welcome
the Congress' shared responsibility for Anrerican foreign policy and, if confirmed, I
pledge to work with you to help make both our diplomacy and development more
effective, more modern, and more agile.
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The only professional path l've ever krrown has been public service-from mv tinre
in the Senate, to my service as Deputy Directol of both the White House Office of
Nlanagement anti Eudget _and -the Donrestic Policy Council. to my most recent
appointment as the Counselor ofthe Department ofState.

Over the course of my career, I have learnerl how to get results in governnìent.
I've seen that it takes a determined effort to seek out and rewar.d innõvation: the
willingness to make tough budgetary tradeoffs; the drive to build and inspire a
strong, divelse workforce; and open, horrest outreach across the interagenc-y and
across che aisle. f have a track record of finding innovative, data-driven, and cost-
eflective ways of wisely managing public dollars io achieve a greater good.

Tllose arc ¿ll skills arrd experie-rrccs that the President and Sécretary Kerry
thought were essential in a Deputy Secletary ofState for Managenrerrt & Resources.
If confirmed, I will share in the global responsibilities for U.S. foreign policy, and
have broad management and plogtanrmatiCoversight responsibilities fortroth State
and USAID. Partrrer'ìrrg with you. I will work to pòsition-State and USAID for suc-
cess in the decades to come.

I welcome especially the insight and input of this committee. I would like to share
five areas where I plan to focus, ifconfìrmed.

First, my top priority will be ensuring that our people and posts are safe and
secure. President Obama has made ít clear that wè need our diplomats fully en-
gaged wherever our vital national interests are at stake-from Colombia to h-rdo-
nesia, and Kenya to Yemen.

That is why, ifl corrfirmed, I will work to nrake certain that our processes, orgarri-
zation, ald culture keeppace with the rapidly evolving threats facing our diplomats
and development professionals.

State Department and USAID personnel are on the front lines of U.S. national
security endeavors and there is constant and inherent risk in what thev do everv
day. We owe it to these public servants to do everything we can to prótect therñ
as they promote U.S. interests and values in some of the world's mosi challenging
places. To get this job done. ,vve must complete implementation of the Benghazì
Accountability Review Board recommentlations; regularly review our presence and
posture at alÍ high-threat posts; and annqally ieviõw the status of any outstanding
recommendations made by any Accountability Review Board-not.jusf the one con-
vened for Benghazi. We must also ensure that the State Departrirent works more
closely with the Intelligence Communìty to understand the thieats to our personnel
and with the Defense Department to ensure that we are coordinating efforts to pro-
vide our diplomats overseas with the besù protection possible. And,-if confir'rle-d, I
will worl< with Congrcoc on cmbacry tìccurity lcgislation and funding to ensure that
wehave the authorities and resources necded to keep our people safe.

I know Congress shares this conlmitment to securitv and I look forwal.d to work-
ing with you tó make srlre we have the resources and iools to deliver orr it.

Second, if confirmed, I will lvork to better prioritize the resources and prog'rams
of State and USAID. I will see to it that our limited resources are soins where we
need them most and being used responsibly and effectively

This is especially important as lve continue our efforts to right-size our presence
and engagemenl in key places like Afghanistan and Iraq. In particular, I wiil work
to align resources with policy as we carry out the planned trañsition in Atþhanistan.

We have nlade substantial plogress in building an itìternational coalition com-
mitted to supporting a stable and sovereign Afghanistan-that will never again be
a sat'e haven i'or telrorists. Working closely with the Aiþhan Government añd peo-
ple, we ittend to ensure that these gains are nraintained. If confirmed, I look for-
ward to working with Ambassador Jim Dobbins and with Congress ou lhis issue.

As the transition progresses. the military continues to draw down, and the Afghan
Government takes on full responsibility for providing security for its people. we are
pursuing a fiamework to cdrry out our basic missions bevond the-2014 securit_y
trarrsition: Training, advising, and assisting Af'ghan forces, and continued limiteil
counterterrol'ism efforts against al-Qaeda and its affiliaæs, as well as continuing
our diplomatic and consular efiorts there. Our diplomatic and development effor.ts
are also linecl up with this security nrission. Supþorting preparations for Aflghani-
stan's 2014 Presidential election is a kev Ðriorl¿v. A peaceful transfer of nower
following a credible election will bolster theìegitimacy df the government, in^addi-
tion to sending a message to all parties their interests can be better advanced
through political participation than violence. And rnaking sure Afghanistan has the
resoul'ces and revenue to sustain the gains we have made ihis pást decade will be
critical for promoting regional stability.

IVIy third area of focus will be management, reform, and innovation. We must do
a better job of aligning our planning, budget, and ntanag¡ement functions with our
foreign policy and national security priorities.
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i will also work to ensure that the remarkable men and women at State and
USAID have the training, tools, and skills they need to succeed.

If confirmed, I will oversee the second Quadrennial Diplomacy and f)evelopment
Review, which will identify important policy shifts, areas for innovation, and man-
agement reforms required to address the challenges that we face today and in the
future-

Of course, Secretar¡i Kerry is personally determined to affect lasting change, so
I look forward to par*nering with this committee on authorizing legislation for the
Department and USAIÐ.

If confirmed, I will also bring new focus to innovation at the State Department
and USAID. Innovation in what we do, as well as the way we work, is critical to
deliver on our foreign policy and developmenf priorities. There are tremendous
opportunities to improve how we operate and to better use technology-information-
sharing and relationship management systems could dranatically increase the pro-
ductivity of our staff; video-teleconferencing and other technologies could reduce
travel costs and improve collaboration. I wiil also champion the use of technology
to improve program trânspâ.rency, and our monitoring and program evaluation.
Data driven decisionmaking, increasing transparency of how we invest resources
and ensuring timely, usable data on performance and results will be centrai ele-
ments of this reform agenda. Foreignassistance.gov is an important start, but we
can and must do more-

My fourth area offocus will be better targeting and coordinating our development
efforts. These investnìents aren't just the right thing to do-they are also the smart
ihing to do, because helping to promote stability and creating opportunities for
futui'e trade and shared growth is in Anerica's interest.

I will make certain that our key development initialives like global health and
food security deliver results and are sustainable. We must align our business model
and investments to have maximum impact. This means investir-rg in economic
growth, aligning our workforce with changing needs, an.d working more closely with
a local governments and civil society. We nrust also ensure that our development
agencies are coordinated across government and do a tretter job of working in part-
nership with the private sector.

Finally, if confirmed, I will build on the great work that has been done to
strengthen the State Depaitment's economic impact. At his own confirmation hear-
ing earlier this year, Secretary Kerry said that today "foreign policy is economic po[-
icy." More than ever, our prosperity at home depends on our engagenent abroad-
opening markets, expanding exports, and attracting foreign investment. If con-
firmed, I will work to help our embassies and consulates abroad do even more to
fight for American companies and promote foreign investment that leads to jobs and
opportunity here at home.

Throughout my 2O-year career in public service, I have had one overarching objec-
tive: to ensure that our government delivers and that we make it work for the
American people.

Our foreign policy investment-at about 1 percent of the federal budget-as oth-
ers have said is really "national security insurance." It's one ofthe very best invest-
ments we can make for our countq/s future. But, I believe we can-and we must-
do everything possible to increase the return on that investment.

Ifconfirmed, I will work each day to make good on that pronrise, and partner with
all of you to make sure our diplomacy ancl development help contribute to the kind
of world we all want to see, one that really is more peaceful and more prosperous.

Thank you, and I look forward to your questions.

The Cu¡rnueN. Well, thank you for your statement.
Let me start off with a few questions. I appreciate the priorities

that you listed. I think they are appropriate. But, let me start off
with the embassy and diplomatic security, which has been a con-
cern of mine since our experiences in Libya and continues to be a
concern with high-risk, high-threat posts throughout the world.

So, the 1999 Booz Allen and Hamilton Report, which is a b¡prod-
uct of the 1999 ARB Report in the wake of the bombings in Nairobi
and Dar es Salaam, recommended that diplomatic security be re-
moved from the longstanding Under Secretary for Management re-
porting structure and place diplomatic security either in a separate
Under Secretary along with the Bureau of Counterterrorism and
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the Bureau of International Narcotics and Lar.v Enforcement or re-
port directly to the Secretary of State.

The recent Best Practices Panel, consisting of five distinguished
security and law enforcement offrcials, recommended the creation
of an Under Secretary for Diplomatic Security. Underscoring, "the
Department's present direction of expeditionary diplomacy oper-
ating with an increased number of temporary and peimanent posts
in complex, high-risk environments requires an organizational par-
adigm change with an Under Secretary for Diplomatic Security as
the linchpin necessary to safely enable the Department's mission,"
that was their quote.

So, my question is-there are those who may agree with that,
there are those who may have a different view. But, heightening
the importance of our people abroad, as they take the risks that in-
evitably they will, but minimizing those risks is incredibly impor-
tant to me. Have you met or do you intend to meet with the mem-
bers of the Best Practices Panel? And have you had an opportunity
to review their recommendations? And, if so, what is your views on
their recommendations?

Ms. HrccrunorroM. Thank you, Senator, very much.
As you know, I have had the opportunity to be at the Depart-

ment now for the past several months and can say that everyone
is united in the effort to ensure that the tragic attack that occurred
in Benghazi will never happen again. It is the top priority for me,
if I am confirmed. And I have reviewed the Best Practices Panel
and the other independent reviews, obviously the ARB and the In-
spector General Report and are taking all of those recommenda-
tions very seriously.

As it relates specifrcally to the recommendation for an Under
Secretary: I think, first, it is important that the Deputy Secretary
Office establish the appropriate processes and accountability mech-
anisms, as one of the two top officials reporting to the Secretary
at the Department. And I intend to do that. One of the objectives
I will have, if con{irmed, is to look beyond-certainly work to im-
plement the remaining ARB recommendations, but look beyond the
Benghazi ARB at our processes, our oïganization, our culture. Look
at all of the recommendations that have been made in the wake of
Benghazi and figure out how we are best organized to mitigate the
threat and the risks to our people and places around the world.

I have not yet met with the Best Practices Panel. I look forward
to doing that, if I am confirmecl. I have had the opportunity to look
across the spectrum of recommendations and also look at some of
the recomrnendations from previous ARBs, which I know has been
pointed to, in the wake of Benghazi. And I think we need to have
an annual report where we get progress each year that would come
to me to say where are lve on this and where are we, not just on
the ARB recommendations as it relates to Benghazi, but for all of
them. So this is something I will take very, very seriously.

The Cri¿inttAN. How do we ensure, structurally within the State
Department, that there is a clear line of communication and au-
thority and responsibility? Because my sense is that that was lack-
ing before, the sense of it. And so that, when someone at one of our
missions abroad or embassies abroad feels that there are concerns
and we look at intelligence a different way, not just a specifrc
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threat, but the nature of the environment of all threats to make
a calculus as to what we should be doing. How are we going to en-
sure that there is a structural line that goes directly to the Sec-
retary, ifnecessary, in order to get action?

Ms. HrccrNBorroM. Thank you. It is a very good question.
First, I would just say that our nominee to be the Assistant Sec-

retary for Diplomatic Security-Acting Secretary Greg Star has
said on many occasions, I know I can pick up the phone and talk
to the Secretary whenever I need to. And I think that is important,
whatever our structure is that if there is a real concern that he or
someone else in that position has-they have that direct line.

I think one of the most important recommendations from the
ARB and that we have to execute on is to establish a process
that-particularly when we have a national security or a national
interest to be in a particular place and we have a difïicult threat
environment, that we are bringing those together in a regular proc-
ess that feeds up the chain so that we are not just having one side
or the other decide what the anslver is. And that process is treing
developed right now. That is something that I would be engaged in
and I think, you know, and those very difficult calls need to go to
the Secretary and be discussed and made-make a call in that way.

The CnernttAN. Let me turn to the question of diversity at the
State Department, something you and I spoke about. You know, it
is pretty alarming to me to see the largest, fastest-growing part of
America's population, what is the next America, you know, dis-
mally represented at the State Department. Not just as a question
of participation, but as a question of promoting American values
abroad, as is evidenced by who we are as a Nation. When I was
in China recently, it was great to have met with dissidents and at-
torneys struggling to represent human rights activists and others.
And our person in charge of that there was an African-American,
incredibly qualified but also created a whole historical perspective
of a struggle for civil rights. It was a powerful message.

I think atrout the realities that the State Department has one of
the most dismal records of having Hispanic representation in it.
And I think there are arbitrary and very subjective measures by
which it impedes the opportunity for Hispanic-Americans to partici-
pate. So, where the State Department recruits-I mean, the Fletch-
er School is a great school. I do not argue with that. But, that is
not going to get the most diverse population, you know by way of
example.

And the question of oral capacity is incredibly subjective. And I
have met some great people from the State Department who clearly
have the powerful ability to communicate orally and I have met
some people who may not quite reach that standard. Yet, Hispanics
seem to consistently get filtered out in that respect.

So, I would like to hear from you because this comes from the
top. We ate never going to achieve progress if,. from the very top,
there is not a comment and a position in which measurement for
reviews of people below. I know we have a whole host of pro-
motions that are pending before the committee. You know, part of
that has to be that management gets the message that creating the
ability to have people enter into the Foreign Service that is more
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diverse is a measure of judgment as to how well they are per-
forming. If not, it will never more forward.

So, I would like to hear what you would do, if you were approved
by the Senate, both as to recruiting a more diverse workforcè in the
Foreign Service; as well as how would you go about to ensure-for
example, would you support a feìlows program sirnilar to successful
Pickering and Rangel fellowships? And would you meet with the-
in a consistent basis with the new Director General that is before
the committee, for the Foreign Service, which I hope at some point
we will confirm this year, as all efforts of creating a process that
would change this reality at the State Department?

Ms. HrccruBorroM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity that we had to discuss this issue

prior to this hearing. And, as I said to you then, I appreciate that
you have a focus on this and that you are holding us accountable.
I do not think anyone would agree that we are in the place that
'vve rüant to be on this. It is a particular passion and commitment
of mine that I will bring into the position, if confirmed. And I know
that Secretary Kerry cares deeply about this as well.

You mentioned the nominee for the Director General, Ambas-
sador Chacon. I have spoken to him about this and we have begun
to share ideas about how to really take this on in a more system-
atic way, but also think creatively about ways to expand our ability
to recruit at different institutions of higher education, thinking
about how to reach students when they are younger, before they
get to college with some thinking about what a career in the For-
eign Service would be. And there are a lot of best practices from
the private sector I think we can try to bring into our efforts.

But, I think it does have to be a priority at the highest levels.
We do have to do more to create an environment, once people enter
the Foreign Service or the civil service, at the State Deþartment
that is supportive and meets their needs and interests. And I think
there is a lot of work we can do.

Linda Thomas-Greenfield, who was the Director General until
she was nominated to be the Assistant Secretary recently, did a lot
of good work on this and has really established, I think, some very
good programs within the Department. But, I really do believe
there is more '¡/e can do. I look forward to working with you on it.
And I think it is really important that we have a dialogrre about
this. I think there is a lot of opportunity for us to really build on
what the foundation is that we have now. The fellowship programs
are one tool, but I think there are a lot of different tools we can
avail ourselves of.

The CgemtrAN. Senator Corker.
Senator Conxnn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And thank you again for being here and your willingness to serve

in this capacity. And appreciate you having family members here.
I will say, usually when people bring their children, they get dealt
with in a much easier way. But I think-

[Laughter.J
Senator Conrnn. I do not think that is going to be an issue with

you today anyway.
We talked a little bit in our office about the fact that you have

certainly done some very, very distinguished-contributed in a very
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good v/ay in the public arena. And, you know, one of the questions,
I guess, people have had is with your years of experience, if you
will, coming in the State Department. It is a pìace where change
happens very, very slowly, if at all. That many of the bureaucrats
there, as you and I both know, when someone like you comes in
they say, 'Well, you know, Heather will be here for 3 or 4 years
and we can wait her out."

How do you expect to overcome the culture that you know and
I know and everybody at this dais knows exists within the State
Department to really put in place some of the reforms and changes
that you would like to see put in place?

Ms. HrccrNBorroM. Thank you very much, Senator Corker.
I think it is really important to be clear-eyed about what the

challenges are. And I have a lot of enthusiasm and commitment to
the opportunities that we have at the Department, if I am con-
firmed into this role. But, that is not enough. And I need to bring
into it my experiences as well as the support of the senior leader-
ship, and that starts with the Secretary.

So, if I were confirmed, I would sit down right away with the
Secretary, with Deputy Secretary Burns, with our Under Secre-
taries and say, "This is where I think we need to go, this is what
I need from you to enable us to get there, and this is how rrye are
going to be held accountable." I have managed an agency, I have
been in government, I have worked across the interagency, and I
am familiar with what you referued to as this sort of, you know,
"We'll be here a long time and you'll only be here a short time."
And I have worked through that. When I was at OMB, I was part
of a leadership team with, you know, 500 staff and about 40 polit-
ical staff, and I was the COO of that agency. And I was there at
a time of very low morale that we turned around. And I under-
stand how to breakdown some ofthose barriers.

But, I do think it really requires the commitment from the senior
leadership. And I have had conversations with the Secretary, of
course, as well as senior leaders at the Department and they be-
lieve in the opportunities to really bring our diplomacy into the
21st century and avail ourselves of innovations and make some of
the reforms that are necessary. So, I am confident about it. But,
I recognize it is a challenge and I am eager to take it on, if I am
confìrmed.

Senator CoRr<sR. One of the things we talked about that would
be helpful, and I think you agreed and you mentioned, I think,
briefly in your written testimony, we have not had a State Depart-
ment authorization since 2003, which is beyond belief. In other
words, the United States Senate has not taken the time to do an
authorization of the many programs and activities that are taking
place within the State Department for 10 years; a decade.

We mentioned that-we discussed that, you know, that would ac-
tually be something that would be a tremendous asset to you. That,
if the Senate so chose to take the time and do the diligence and
do the work that we \Mere hired to do relative to the State Depart-
ment, that that would be an asset to you in putting in place many
of the reforms and changes that you would like to see take place.
And I wondered if you might respond to that.

Ms. HrccrwBorroM. It is my pleasure. Thank you, Senator.
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I worked in this body. I am a believer in regular order. I think
there is real value to be gained from a regular authorization proc-
ess, a regular appropriations process something that drives our
consultation that allows us to update our authorities. I know this
committee and, under the leadership of the chairman and yourself,
there has been a very important discussion around embassy secu-
rity. There is an effort right now to update our PEPFAR authoñza-
tions. These are really important dialogues for us to have. And a
regular State authorization bill would provide that. I am fully sup-
portive of it and would look forward to working with you on it.

Senator Conxnn. Thank you.
And I ag¡ee with you, \üe may have an opportunity to have the

PEPFAR piece done. And I know the chairman and myself and
many members of the committee worked together on the embassy
piece. But an overall look would certainly be helpful too. And t
thank you for those comments.

I know that the issue in Libya, and I know the chairman spoke
to it also, has in some ways become a political football. At the same
time there is a lot of substance there too. And one of the things
that has'been pretty shocking to me-I was in country right after,
you know what happened, just a few weeks later. And sat down
with our team there and have since talked to a lot of folks.

And I think it has been pretty shocking that, when you read the
cables and you see everything that happened during that time,
there just has not been any real accountability. I mean, four Ameri-
cans \rr'ere killed and, to my knowledge, not a single person at the
State Department has even been reprimanded. So, that is odd to
me. Very different than what happens in military operations, very
clifferent than happens in companies all âcross orrr corrntry,

And I wonder if you might speak to some of the same issues that,
I know the chairman raised, just about accountability. And is there
a way for you to change that culture where, you kno\M, the bar for
your job or your employment is set at such a level that, you know,
whether you perform or do not perform it just does not matter?

Ms. Hrccr¡¡BorîoM. Thank you, Senator.
I know this is an issue that you have been very focused on and

I appreciate that it is a difficult set of circumstances. As you know,
Secretary Kerry, not long after he came into office, initiated a re-
view of the performance of the four individuals tvho were identified
by the Accountability Review Board; reviewed their performance,
both as it related to Benghazi, but also their overall performance
at the Department; and concluded that all should be reassigned
from the positions that they held into positions of lesser responsi-
bility. None of them have responsibility for worldwide security
today. I think that was appropriate.

I understand also that the ARB made a recommendation that
they would, in future-like their statute changed and future ARBs
be able to make recommendations about discipline when there are
management failures or weaknesses. And I think that is important.
I think the Department is updating its Foreign Affairs manual to
guide that. And we have worked, obviously, with this committee to
try to get that ARB provision changed as well. Those are important
steps. But, I think we have to set up processes that make clear
where decisionmaking lies and who is accountable. I hope that, in
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the wake of the incident in Benghazi, with all of the review of our
processes and procedures that are taking place and all the reforms
that we are realìy getting at that issue.

And when I say, as I did in response to the chairman, that I will
look at the processes, the organization, the culture, that is part of
what I am talking about. We need to really step back and under-
stand how decisions are made and who is accountable. So, I am
committed to that and look forward to engaging with yoú on it.

Senator Conxnn. Well, I know one of the things that you are
going to be highly involved in is helping establish the balance be-
tween engagement and security. And, you know, it is obviously that
particular incident highlighted that, I think, more than any that
we have seen. And I look forward to your work in that regard. I
do look forward to working closely with you.

And, on the issue of the ARB, it seems like to me that is some-
thing that we ought to be able to resolve really, really quickly and
easily. So, I do look forward to talking with you a little bit more.

But thank you for your desire to do this. We look forward to you
doing really good things at the State Department. And I am glad
you are willing to do this.

Ms. Hrccr¡lBorroM. Thank you.
The Cuemu¿N. Thank you, Senator Corker.
Before I turn to Senator Rubio, I would just say I appreciate the

ranking member's desire to have a State authorization. And there
isn not anybody who would want to see that more than the chair.
And I hope that maybe we can get there. But, what we will need
from members of the committee is a commitment to an authoriza-
tion that is not a Christmas tree of seeking to have their foreign
policy views inserted as to the policy of the State Department.

If we want broad, thematic approaches for the State Department,
in terms of how its structure might be and what we ultimately
would want to authorize, in terms of its resources and its missions,
those are great and I totally support that. But, the reason that we
have not had a State Department authorization in nearly a decade
is because it became the vehicle for members to try to pursue their
individual foreign policy desires in different parts of the world and
it went far afield from an authorization. And, if we can get there,
I would love to be able to do that.

Senator CoRr<nn. If I could respond, since there is editorial com-
ments being given.

I can tell you there are none of the fblks on this side of the dais
that even \Mere here in 2003. So, I think \¡/e ought to give it a try.
So, thank you very much.

The Cnernvrex. Well, the good news is I was not here in 2003
either so_

[Laughter.]
The CrnrnvreN lcontinuing]. Senator Rubio.
Senator Ruero. So, I am going to make a statement and I think

your answer is going to be yes, but-because it leads to my next
question. Do you agree that our foreign assistance should reflect
two things: No. 1, is our interests, first and foremost, but also our
values?

Ms. HrccrxBOTToM. Yes, Senator.
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Senator Ruero. How do we tie both, our interests and our values
in our foreign assistance programs?

Ms. Hrccr¡¡Borrotvf. Thank you, Senator, for raising that ques-
tion.

It is a balance that we have to strike. We must ensure that our
assistan-ce is directed to those places where we ha-ve a national se-
curity or a vital national interest. And then we need to assess,
when we have concerns about a particular activities or statements
of a country, what we are doing with our assistance. Are we direct-
ing it to civil society groups? Are we promoting democracy? You
know, what are we really doing with that? And I think that is an
important tenet and principle that we need to work through.

Senator Ruero. You mentioned it as a balance. I would argue,
and you probably would agtee too, that oftentimes they are actually
not mutually exclusive that, in essence, oftentimes our interests
are our values. Whether it is the issues of modern-day slavery or
religious liberties or any other human rights causes.

Do we have or do you have an example that we can look at and
say this is a place where we have found the right balance; where
we have been able to use foreign assistance and foreign assistance
programs and engagement as an opportunity to, in essence, do both
to firrther our interests and our values s multaneously?

Ms. HrccrNBorrovr. Senator, you are right. They are certainly
not mutually exclusive. And I think that there are many places
around the world where we have been able to utilize our assistance
to promote our values and address issues that we have concerns
about. I would be happy to follow up with you and go through some
of those.

[An additional written response for the record follows:]
lVe owe it to the American people to use their resources wiselv and that means

using foreign assistance in ways targeted to ndvancing our nationãl interests, while
honoring our values. At times there are perceived tensions regarding how the
United States can pursue both short-term gains and long-term interesis simulta-
neously. But, in fact, as we have pursued engagenìent orr economic, security, and
other issues, with qovernnrents arourrd the world, we have pressed the same govern-
ments bilaterally ãnd in nrultileral fora to protect religìous freedom anif other
human rights and to combat trafficking. In parallel with these efforts to change gov-
ernment policy and practice, we have directly aided civil society groups promoting
those rights and oul'values.

For eiample. as I understand it, the State Department since 2009, has been sup-
porting the Alliance of Iraqi Minorities, a network of 62 Iraqi individuals and orga-
nizations that work to protect Iraq's minorities and promote their inclusion in the
political process. By wolking directly on community development pro.iects through-
out the country, in the communities fi'om which they originate, Àlliãnce membérs
reinforce and uphold the status of lraq's diverse ethnic and religious minorities as
members of Iraqi society. At the same time, the United States continues its support
fol' the Nlinority Parliamentary Caucus, which convenes minoritv members of-the
Council of Representatives (COR) who work with their civil sociedy partners to rep-
resent and advocate for minority issues within the lraqi Government.

The State Department also inplements â progranl that combats discrimination
and religious intolerance, while protecting the freedoms of religion and expression
in various countries in all regions of the world. The program assists governments
in training local offrcials on ðultulal awareness regarãi.rþ religious miíorities and
on enforcing nont{iscrimination laws. The training, shaped by the needs of the host
country, includes topics such as legislative refornr; best practice models; prosecuting
violent crimes motivated by religious hatred; metrics; and discrimination in employ-
ment, housing and other aieas.

Ms. HrccrNBorroM. It is important that we understand what we
are trying to achieve with our assistânce and what outcomes we
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are looking for. And I think that is an important thing to bring into
the equation.

Senator Ruero. Now, I also wanted to point out I introduced a
bill along with Senator Cardin and Representatives Poe and
Connelly in the House. It is Senate Bill 1271. What it is designed
to do is to improve monitoring and evaluation of U.S. foreign as-
sistance programs, including security sector assistance. Só, I do not
know if you are familiar with it or not. But I would en€ourage you
to look at it and see how we can gain some traction on that idea
because we live in a time where everybody wants to balance the
budget. But the only thing they are in favor of doing is cutting for-
eign aid. Which, of course, you cannot balance our budget by doing
that. It is just not enough money and, quite frankly, would be
counterproductive.

So I do think we have to increasingly be able to justify to the
American people why, at a time when we have such extraordinary
challenges domestically, we are still engaged globally. And part of
being able to make that argument is having programs that have
clear measurable results, clear goals. Obviously, any instances
where that money's being misspent or unwisely spent undermine
that argument.

So, this is a real challenge that we face moving forward. And I
think it is critically important and I would urge you and others to
get behind the idea that we need to do that as, not just the right
thing to do in terms of responsible stewards of the public tax dol-
lar, but also as a way to ensure the long-term viability of our inter-
national engagement.

I would also note that unfortunately, over the last 10 years, so
much of our foreign policy has been viewed in the lens of military
engagement as if that is the only tool in our toolbox. When, in fact,
our most powerful tool is proactively engaging around the world
with assistance programs that further our values and our interests
and prevent these situations from arising and helping our allies
transition to more sustainable pathways.

My last question is, in January of this year, the State Depart-
ment's International Security Advisory Board recommended, "Im-
plement a comprehensive monitoring and evaluation process for its
security capacity-building programs, measuring effectiveness
against defined goals in terms of basic national objectives, not just
value for money or inputs provided. In April, the President issued
a policy directive pledging to inform policy with rigorous analysis
assessments and evaluations." Can you provide to us any sort of
explanation about what measures have been taken thus far to im-
plement rigorous analysis assessment, et cetera, as it relates to se-
curity sector assistance?

Ms. HrccrNBorroM. Senator, thank you very much for raising
this issues.

I have a great deal of interest in enhancing the capacity of the
Department to use our analysis and evaluations to inform our
budgeting, to inform our policy. I would really like to work with
you on the legislation that you have introduced, if I am confirmed.
When I was working at the Office of Management and Budget, I
was working as part of a team to ensure 'vr/e $rere doing more data
and analysis across the entire Federal Government to inform our
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budgeting. And I think it is a very important tenet of the work that
we can do together.

It is also, as yorl point out, incredibly important in justifying the
investment. One percent of the Federal budget is in our Foreign Af-
fairs space. Secretary Kerry believes that we need to make the case
f^- +1".ì- ;--,^-+*^-+ 
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to do it. It is also important for us to understand what programs
are not working and why. So, I am very supportive ofthat.

I would be happy to follow up with you, Senator, on the specific
question you have raised about the security assistance programs.
I think that there have been some good steps taken, but we can
follow up with some more detail on that.

Senator Runro. And I actually did have one more, and I think
it will save us some paper here. The 2010 Quadrennial Ðiplomacy
and Development Review process acknowledged that the State De-
partment has a shortage of key skills necessary for modern-day di-
plomacy. If you could just briefly describe what that gap is and
what steps we can take to develop the professional skills of our
Foreign Service officers?

Ms. HrccI¡çeorroM. Thank you.
I think that there are a set of skills that we really need to hone

in on to align what our policy objectives are today with the skills
and training that our Foreign Service officers get. I mentioned in
my testimony, our economic impact or economic diplomacy. We do
not necessarily, right now, train our economic officers in the For-
eign Service, in how to engage with U.S. business and with the
folks that they deal with overseas at their posts about how to make
those connections. That is clearly an area that we need to do more
and better in. There is also some discussion around our language
training and some skills like that.

But, I would like to-and I have talked with the Secretary about
this-really evaluate where our gaps are in training and look for
ways to fill those. And I think that one of the most obvious places
to begin that is with the economic development work.

Senator Ruero. Thank you.
Ms. HrccrueorroM. Thank you.
The Cn¡.Inu¿¡¡. Thank vou.
Senator Johnson.
Senator .IoHNsoN. Thank yor, Mr. Chajrman anrJ Ms.

Higginbottom.
I would like to welcome you and your f'amily here. And also say

that I appreciate your willingness to serve. I also appreciate that
your top priority will be ensuring that our people and posts are
safe and secure.

I come from a manufacturing background. So, it is just sort of in
my DNA a process of continuous improvement. And I really think
the vital step in any kind continuous-improvement process really
is taking a look at what went wrong and try and get the root cause
of it and truly evaluating that. So, we have to learn lessons from
the past.

So, with that in mind, I guess I would just kind of like to ask,
you know, how much have you delved into what happened in
Benghazi? I mean, which of the reports that have been issued have
you read? Let us start there.
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Ms. HrccrwBorroM. Sure, Senator, thank you.
I have certainly read the ARB, the unclassifred and the classified

version. I have read the State Department's Inspector General Re-
port. I have read the Best Practices Report. I have read the Man-
agement Review that was recommended by the ARB. And one other
I cannot think of right now. But, I have reviewed most of the major
reports that have come out about the incidents in Benghazi and the
response to it.

Senator JoHxsoN. I know the Committee on Homeland Security
issued a report with Senators Lieberman and Collins. Did you read
that one?'

Ms. HrccrNBorroM. I have not read that one.
Senator Jonxsot'¡. OI{" And then, I know there are five commit-

tees in the House that also issued a report. Have you revier,ved
that?

Ms. HrccrNgorroM. I have.
Senator Jo¡rxso¡t. Have you also received other secure briefings

on Benghazi?
Ms. HrccINBo?ToM. I have not received secure briefings on the

events ofBenghazi. I have, obviously, been engaged in conversation
around implementation of the recommendations from ARB and the
other repoits.

Senator JonNsoN. OK. So, again, you are pretty thoroughly
briefed in terms of what happened. So, I just kind of want you to
put into your own words, what went wrong there? What was the
breakdown?

Ms. HrccrxBorroM. Senator, I think it is clear that there-the
security was insufficient to deal with the attack that occurred. That
there were insufficient-the use of frre as a weapon and other tac-
tics that were used overwhelmed the Regional Security officers and
officials who were there. And that it was a breakdown in security.

Senator Jos¡¡so¡,t. Well, why was the security insuffrcient? I
mean, what was the breakdown in the State Department, because
there were cables going back and forth? The deterioration in the se-
curity situation seemed to be pretty well known. And there ate ac-
tually verbal requests basically denied. You know, people within
the State Department said, do not ask for additional security. I
mean, what went wrong within the State Department?

Ms. Hrcc¡NBorroM. Senator, the Accountability Review Board,
when looking at this, I think, found that the requests that came
up the line for security measures and personnel in Benghazi were
largely granted. But, there was clearly a problem and it was insuf-
ficient. And, Senator, I am committed to ensuring that going for-
ward we have the right processes in plac*

Senator JoH¡¡soN. Let me just stop you. Are you saying that you
really believe that the requests for security were granted by the
State Department? Is that your understanding of it?

Ms. Hrccr¡qBorroM. Senator, many of the requests fbr security
that were granted were-I am not an expert on every cable that
was written. I am being nominated for a position moving forward
looking at security. I am looking at how we will continue the imple-
mentation of the ARB recommendations and the other reports that
are out there to ensure this does not happen again. I am not an
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expert on everything that happened in the Department before I got
there.

Senator JoH¡rso¡i. OK. Well, if your top priority is going to be to
ensure that our people and posts are safe, I think you need to fully
understand what went v/rong in the State Department. Because
ihnca can"rir¡' -¿n"^ala r¡,ôrô ñ^+ æ-^-l^.1 'nL^-'."^-^,¡^-.i^,{ 
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not only was security not beefed up, security was ramped down. I
think that you need a rrery thorough understanding. Quite hon-
estly, the American people need a more thorough understanding of
what is happening. Which leads me to my next point.

Assuming-for my constituents, they continue to demand to
know what happened. I am, as a United States Senator, incredibly
frustrated that we have been denied access to the survivors to get
the information. Do you believe, as the United States Senate, at
this point in time-what is it, 14 months after the attack, do you
believe the Senate should be briefed by the survivors of the
Benghazi attack?

Ms. HrccrxBorrolu. Senator, I know that there are ongoing dis-
cussions right now with Congress about ac€ess to the survivors.
The Department of Justice has raised concerns about their testi-
mony and their briefrng of Congress as it would relate to prosecu-
tion of the criminals in this case. The State Department has raised
some concerns about the security of our professional security ofli-
cers. And I am confident an accommodation can be reached. But I
think there are legitirnate questions that are being worked through
no\ü.

Senator Jonusox. Ðo you think 14 months is a little bit long in
terms of gaining access to those survivors?

Ms. H¡cctNRotroru¡, Senator, there has been an enormorls
amount of accommodation and coordination between the State De-
partment and Congress. Secretary Kerry said before this committee
and others he was committed to working with you to answer any
legitimate questions, respecting the oversight responsibility. I feel
the same way, I look forward to working with you going forward.
And I am confident, in the case of the survivors, that we can work
through an accommodation here.

Senator Jog¡tsoN. So, obviously, that is a balancing act. Plos-
ecuting individuals that we do not seem particularly iñterested in
picking up or identifying or finding versus the American people's
right to know and Congress' oversight responsibilities. Can you just
kind of give me your evaluation of the balance between those two?

Ms. HrccrNBorroru. Senator, I think that the Congress'oversight
responsibilities are important. I worked in this body for a long
time. I respect its prerogatives. I think that the Department has
worked very hard to provide 25,000 documents, many hearings, lots
of briefings. That cooperation will continue. Obviously, we have to
take into consideration, when we are having a discussion about ac-
commodation, what the impact could be on the prosecution of the
criminals who perpetrated this terrible crime. We have to think
about the safety of our oflicers at the State Department. But, I do
not think that those things mean we cannot come to some agree-
ment or work together on this issue.

Senator Jon¡qsox. Now, I am not a lawyer, I am not a pros-
ecr:tor, I am not assuming you are a prosecutor either.
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Ms. HrccrNBorroM. No, sir.
Senator JoHNsoN. How would Members of Congress, maybe even

a secured briefing, getting information and being able to interview
survivors, how could that possibly effect some future prosecution
where we might have these perpetrators on video tape and we
know exactly what they did? How is that going to harm a. prosecu-
tion?

Ms. Hrccr¡¡BorroM. Senator, I do not want to speak for the Jus-
tice Department. But, in the communications that they have had
with Congress they have indicated that, should the identities be-
come known, it would be possible for the defense to do research on
them, that their safety and security-

Senator Jon¡qsoç. So that-
Ms. Hrccr¡qBorroM lcontinuingl. Could be at risk.
Senator JonNsoN [continuingl. That speaks to maybe we should

do this in a secured setting.
Ms. Hrccr¡¡BorroM. Senator, this is not my decision. I do not

want to speak for the Department of Justice. But I look forward
to working with you on this and other issues, if I am confirmed.

Senator JoriNsoN. OK.
I just want to go on the record. I think the whole smoke screen

of having prosecutions be the reasons that we are not able to gain
access to the survivors is strictly that. I think that it has no basis,
it is just an excuse. It is a very poor excuse.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Cu¡¡nue¡¡. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And I think that our colleague might very well want to direct

himself to the Justice Department on that question to pursue it as
well. But, I think that the nominee has limited capacity in that re-
gard to give a legal analysis of where the Justice Department's
views are. But, I understand your concern. And that may be an ap-
propriate way to try to get to an accommodation.

One final question. You know, international affairs spending has
gone from 2Vz percent of the overall Federal budget in 1965 to less
than 1 percent today. Which means, as the challenges that we have
faced globally have dramatically multiplied, \üe are doing active di-
plomacy with far less in relative terms. So, one of the most signifi-
cant challenges I think you have and one of the assets I think you
can definitely bring to this job. But I would like to hear your think-
ing about how do you allocate international affairs spending most
effectively and efficiently in the context of what is our stated for-
eign policy initiatives?

Ms. HrccrNBorroM. Mr. Chairman, thank you for that question.
It is an important investment of just 1 percent of the Federal

budget. Our mission is not getting smaller, it is not getting less
complicated. And so, we have to look at both sustaining that invest-
ment, but also how to do more with less. When I was at OMB it
was at a time when the overall discretionary appropriations were
coming down. We had to look across the entire Federal budget and
figure out how to make difficult tradeoffs in priorities in order to
fund our priorities and to make cuts and tradeoffs in programs.
And that experience and perspective is what I would bring into this
position, if I were conflrrmed.
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First, I think the QDDR gives us a good opportunity to really
look strategically at what our policy, progTams, and operations
should look like. And that can help set a roadmap for how we
should structure our budgets. I think that we also have to, as I was
saying to Senator Rubio, we have to do more in terms of our eval-
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evaluating them and find out where there are duplications and
where things are not working. We have to make difflrcult tradeoffs
in some of our programing when we fìnd ourselves with reduced
overall appropriation. But, we need to do that smartly. We need to
ensure it is consistent with our policy and it reflects our values. So,
the experiences that I had at OMB, I think, are very relevant to
the moment we are in today in living with sequester and also look-
ing at discretionary caps for the next several years.

The Csenn¡ew. That should be the title of a book: Living with
Sequester.

[Laughter.]
Ms. HrccrwBorroM. I hope it is an old book soon.
The Cu¡nvraN. Well, thank you for that answer.
One of the areas I hope you will look at, upon confirmation, is

that alignment with some of our programs with AID and there is
a view that some of that is duplicative versus coordinated. And
that may be a rich opportunity for some significant advancement.

Ms. HrccrNBorroM. Yes.
The CH¿tr¿men. Seeing no other members before the committee

who want to ask a qrrestion. The recorcl is going to remain open
until the close of business tomorrow. There may be questions for
the record for you. I would urge you to answer them expeditìorrsly
in order to try to move your nomination forward to a business
meeting.

And with that, with the thanks of the committee, you are ex-
cused no'ü/.

Ms. Hrccr¡¡sorroM. Thank you very much.
The Crnmu¿N. Thank you very much.
Our second panel today are Dr. Sarah Sewall and Richard

Stengel. And I would ask them to come up to the witness table.
And, as we bring them up, let me introduce them briefly.

Dr. Sewall is nominated to be Under Secretary for Civilian Secu-
rity, Democracy and Human Rights. She will have a significant
portfolio responsible for five Bureaus, overseeing Conflict ánd Sta-
bilization Operations; Counterterrorism; Democracy, Human Rights
and Labor; International Narcotics and Law Enforcement; and,
Population, Refugees and Migration.

The new mandate of this position is to build and oversee a coher-
ent capacity in the Department that promotes stability and secu-
rity in conflict-affected and fragile states, and to support demo-
cratic practices, human rights, and humanitarian policies.

It is a large and complex portfolio. But, I understand having
three teenaged daughters that maybe you can accomplish all of
that with a large and complex portfolio.

And I am interested to hear your plans and intentions, when it
comes to civilian security in Latin America, Syria's growing refugee
problem, and human trafficking and women's issues. I am also in-
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terested in learning more about your plans in your expected con-
current role as a special coordinator for Tibetan Affairs.

Our second nominee is Richard Stengel to be the Under Sec-
retary of State for Public Diplomacy. Mr. Stengel would be the Sec-
retary's principle advisor on Public Diplomacy issues. He would
manage all Public Diplomacy resources and oversee efforts to build
lasting ties to cultural diplomacy. He would also help shape foreign
public opinion, including oversight of the Center for Strategic
Counterterrorism Communications.

He is an internationally acclaimed author and journalist, man-
aging editor of TIME rnagazine, and brings 30 years of communica-
tions experience to this new role, if confrrmed.

I look forward to hearing your views on current Public Diplomacy
efforts around the world. We would be interested in your views on
how we might maximize the role of new media and technologies in
our national interests.

I know that Senator Schumer wanted to also be part of wel-
coming you to the committee. And, when he gets here, we will cer-
tainly pause for that opportunity. But, in the interests of time and
the fact that there are going to be votes shortly taking place, I
would like to move your hearing along.

So, as we did in our previous panel, if you have family and
friends, please feel free to introduce them to the committee. We
welcome all of them. As I said, service is an extended reality for
families. And we appreciate your famiìies' willingness to be part of
the sacrifrce of that service.

Your full statements will be included in the record. W'e would
ask you to summarize them in about 5 minutes or so, so we can
enter into a dialogue with you.

And we will start with Dr. Sewall.

STATEMENT OF DR. SARAH SEWALL, OF MASSACHUSETTS, TO
BE T.INDER SECRDTARY OF STATE FOR CIVILIAN SECURITY,
DEMOCRACY, AND HUMAN RIGHTS
Dr. Snw¡r,1. Thank you, Senator.
The CrwnuAN. You have to put your microphone on, please.
Dr. Snwer,l. Thank you, Senator.
And I am almost tempted, in light of the articulate defense of

State Department programming put forth by Senator Rubio and
yourself, to simply associate myself with your remarks. But I
will_

The CHernvreN. That would not hwt.
Dr. Spwel lcontinuingJ. Nonetheless proceed.
ll,aughter.l
Dr. Snw¿ll. But, thank you, Senator Menendez. Thank you all

members of the committee. I am deeply honored to be with you
today and to be considered for the position of Under Secretary of
State for Civilian Security, Democracy and Human Rights.

It is humbling, the trust placed in me as a nominee by President
Obama and Secretary Kerry. And, if confirmed, I pledge to work
with you and your colleagues to advance American values and
strengthen the security of the American people.

I would like to thank in advance, although not acknowledge in
person, my husband, Thomas Conroy, who is a public servant him-
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self, and our three eldest daughters, Madeline, Kashin and Emma,
in their senior year of high school; as well as our youngest Sophie,
who is not quite yet a teenager, but on the cusp, she is 12. So they
could not be here today, but they are with me in spirit and their
enthusiasm for the possibility of my return to public service is an
encrmous gift.

Having worked on Capitol Hill, I have tremendous respect for the
institution of Congress and the Members of the House and the Sen-
ate. Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell taught me the value
of listening carefully to alternative perspectives and ideas in the
legislative process. He always made time to consider carefully the
views from both sides of the aisle. And it is from that spirit of
openness and respect that i appear before you today and with
which I would serve if confirmed.

If confrrmed, I would be eager to work with you and to learn your
thoughts about this new Under Secretary position and how its
nearly $4 billion in programs and its numerous people overseas
and in Washington can more effectively promote good governance
and promote human freedoms. As you know, this Under Secre-
tariat, known within the Department as "J," is a highly operational
entity that, for the first time, combines both hard and soft power
tools and policies.

The Under Secretary must prioritize and promote synergies
among these varied programs; strengthen intragovernmental, inter-
national, and civil society partnerships to magnify these efforts;
and help the American people understand why it is in their inter-
est to make these investments in human security.

Much of my career has focused on protecting civilians and pro-
moting human rights. And T have rlone this from very tlifferent
vantage points. I served in the Pentagon as the inaugural Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Peacekeeping. And then I di-
rected Harvard's Carr Center for Human Rights Policy.

I have always been most interested in how the United States can
best realize its policy goals through actions; i.e., the implementa-
tion of policy. And that is why, during a decade of teaching at Har-
vard, I chose to focus my research on operational challenges to re-
alizing human rights. History teaches that even the best policies
will falter without effective implementation and that theré is al-
ways rogm for improvement.

Particularly today, in light of tightening budgets, the United
States must make civilian power more efficient and creative. And,
if con{irmed, I will work with you to use our resources strategically
while continuing to ênsure that these programs deliver results for
America and for our partners and friends.

In 1963, Martin Luther King, Jr., wrote of a single garment of
destiny that bound the human race. And his words ring evermore
true in today's interconnected, hyperlinked world. When the world
is safer, Americans are safer. And when the world is more pros-
perous, Americans will prosper. When we invest in promoting our
values and preventing conflicts today, we reduce the odds that our
military will be asked to sacriflrce for us tomorrow. And when our
Nation is true to its principles, it is all the stronger.

I share Secretary Kerry's view that strengthening civilian secu-
rity and good governance abroad of'fers an enorrnous return on in-
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vestment. Not simply in the conflicts that we avoid, but also in the
well-being of future generations of Americans. It would be an enor-
mous privilege to bring my experiences and convictions to the role
of Under Secretary for Civilian Security, Democracy and Human
Rights.

I thank the members of the committee for your commitment to
these issues and for your consideration of my nomination.

I look forward
[The prepared

to your questions, thank you.
statement of Dr. Sewall follows:l

PeøpeRsD S'reT rupxr or Dn. San¿n Snwell
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Corker, and the members of this

committee. I am deeply honored to be here with you today and to be considered for
the position of Under Secretary of State for Civilian Security, Democracy, and
Human Rights.

The trust placed in me by President Obama and Secretary Kerry is humbling. If
confirmed, I pledge to work with you and your colleagues to strengthen the security
of the American people and nations around the world by helping countries truild
more democratic, secure. and stable societies and to advance human freedom-

I would like to acknowledge my husband, Thomas Conroy, a public servant him-
self, our three eldest daughters, Madeleine, Cashen, and Emma, who are in their
senior yeai'ofhigh school. and our youngest. Sophie. While they could not be here
today, they are always with me in spirit. Their enthusiasm about the prospect of
my return to govemment service is an enormous grft for which I am very grateful.

Having worked on Capitol Hill for Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell, I have
tremendous respect for the institution of Congress and for the Members of the Sen-
ate and the House who fulfill their important responsibilities. One of the greatest
lessons I learned from Senator Mitchell is the importance of listening carefully to
the views of those with differing ideas and perspectives. Senator Mitchell was an
outstanding public servant of deep personal conviciion, yet he always made time to
consider carefully diverse views from both sides of the aisle. It is in that spiút of
operuress and respect that I appear before you today.

If confirmed, I would be eager to work with all of you and beneflit from your per-
spectives on this Under Secretary position and how its nearly $4 billion of prograns
and numerous personnel overseas and in Washington cân more effectively promote
good governance and protect human freedoms around the globe.

As you know, this new Under Secretariat (known within the State Department
as 'T") is part of a broader transformation of U.S. foreign policy. The dissolution of
the Soviet bloc, the growth of global terrorism, and the challenges posed by weak
or repressive governments have prompted changes in U.S. policy and our methods
ofl engaging wiih the world. The 2010 Quadrennial Diplomacy and Development
Review reorganized the State Department, creating a new configuration of oper-
ational bureaus and oflìces that combines both "soft power" and'trard power" tools
to promote civilian security, democracy and human rights.

This combination of policy and programs offers a tremendous opportunity to inte-
grate efforts across a broad spectrum of activities. For the first time, the Bureaus
of Counterterrorism and International Narcotics and Law Enforcement reside in the
same lJnder Secretariat, as do the new Bureau of Conflict and Stabilization Oper-
ations, and the Bureaus of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, and Population,
Refugees and Migration, as well as the offrces that work to promote internalional
justice, engage global youth, and combat human trafficking. The Under Secretary
must not only prioritize and pronrote synergies among these programs, but also
work to strengthen effective partnerships across the U.S. Government, among our
global allies, and with civil society more broadly.

While our Nation's erìgagement with the world continues to evolve, America's
goals lemain constânt: It has consistently sought a stable international system that
énables the free flow of commerce alrd ideas and protects individual freedoms. Inter-
national stability and human freedom may be "global goods," but they also promote
Amel'icans' security and prosperity.

The hardworking professionals at the State Department have embraced this man-
date. From lespondìng to conflicl in Syria through humatritarian assistance and
support to the opposition, to building ¿rust in Burma between long-warring ethnic
groups, to strengthening the rule of law in Central America, State Departnrent
employees every day tackle tough challenges such as these to build a more just,
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safe, and free world. If confirmed, I will devote myself to supporting them and all
ofthe tremendous work that they are doing.

Much of my care€r has focused on prôtecting civilians and promoting human
rights. I have worked on these issues from very different vantâge points-serving
in the Pentagon (where I was the first Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Peace Operations), and directing Harva¡d's Carr Center lor Human Rights Policy.
Perhaps more important than my involvement in policy is my interest in how the
U.S. Government cân best i'ealize its policy goals through actions; i.e., the imple-
mentation of policy. This is why, while teaching at Harvard, I worked with the U.S.
military to help revamp counterinsurgency doctrine (making civilian protection the
center of U.S- operations), to redr¡ce incidents of civilian casualties in Afghanistan
(capturing best practices and proposing institutional reforms), and to create doctrine
for preventing and responding to mass atrocities (now adopted by the U.S. Armetl
Forces). Even the best policies will fâlter without effective implementation, and
lhere is always room for improvement.

Particularly in the face of tightening budgets, ihe United States must work to
make civilian power even more efficient and creative in addressing global chal-
lenges. The J Under Secretariat cân leverage the great work by organizations and
individuaìs within civil socicty, the State Department, USAID, and partner organi-
zations across the internationâ.l comnunity. The State Department must ensure
that every penny of tâ-.(pâyer resources is used wisely. If confirmed, I will work with
you and my colleagues in the Department to use our resources strateg'ically, while
continì¡ing to ensure that these programs deliver results for America and our part-
ners and allies.

In 1963, Nlartin Luther King, Jr., wrote of "a single garment of destin¡/' that
t¡ound the human race. His words ring ever nìore true in today's interconnected,
hyperlinked workl. When the world is safer, Americans are safer; and when the
world is nìore prosperous, Americans can be more prôsperous. When we invest in
promoting our values and preventing conflicts today, we reduce the odds that our
military will be asked to sacrifice for us tomorrow. When our Nation is true to its
principles, standing with civil society against hatred and repression, we are all the
stronger. And as Secretary Kerry has said, strengthening civilian security and good
governânce abroad offels aì etìornlous retum on irrvesLnreul-¡rot simpl.y in the con-
flicts we avoid but in the well-being of future generations of American citizens.

It would be an enormous privilege to trring the experiences atrd convictions I have
described to the role of Under Secretary for Civilian Security, Democracy, and
Human Rights.

I thank all members of the committee for your commitment to these issues, and
for your.consideration ofmy nomination. I look forward to your questions. Thank
you, agaìn.

The Cn¡rntr¿u. Well, Professor, you did not use your full 5 min-
utes. That is remarkable. llaughter.]

Mr. Stengel, let me, before we call upon you, we are going to
have a vote going on dght no$¡. We \,vould like to have your full
statement and then we will recess before the questions, and Tve will
go vote and return.

So, with that, Mr. Stengel.
Senator Conxnn. Mr. Chairman, if I could. I am not going to be

able to come back because of a meeting with our U.N. Ambassador,
actually.

And I want to thank you both, coming from the private sector,
wanting to serve in the public sector. And I will forward some
questions for the record down the road. But I think we both had
meetings in our office that I thought \Mere very productive.

And I want to thank the chairman for calling this. But, I am not
coming back. It is not out of--due to-it is not due to lack of re-
spect, oK?

Thank you.
The CHemu¿,N. Thank you, Senator Corker.
Mr. Stengel.
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STATEMEIVT OF RICHARD STENGEL, OF NEW YORK, TO BE
T]NDER SECRETARY OF STATE FOR PUBLIC DIPLOMACY

Mr. Srn¡¡cnl,. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
The CHamn¡eN. If you would put your microphone on.
Mr. StnNcnl. Chairman--oh, I am sorry-Chairman Menendez,

Ranking Member Corker, members of this committee. It is an
honor to be here today. And I am humbled by the trust placed in
me by President Obama and Secretary Kerry.

I am mindful, Senator Corker, of your admonition about bringing
children. So, I did bring mine today. My wife, Mary Pfaff Stengel,
is here; my two boys, Gabriel and Anton; and my niece Amanda,
who is a senior at Georgetown is joining us as well. There is one
person whose absence I greatly miss, and that is my father who
passed away this summer. He was an imrnigrant's son from Brook-
lyn, who became an American patriot during World War II serving
in the Air Force. And he always wanted me to go in public service
and so I am sad that he could not be here today.

Now, if I am confirmed, I will be new to government. But, I have
been engaged in a form of Public Diplomacy for much of my life.
As the editor of TIME for the past 7 years, it was my job to explain
America to the world and the world to Americans. We did that for
more than 50 million people on every platform under the sun: Twit-
ter, Facebook, Google Plus, even paper.

And, before that I was CEO of the National Constitution Center
in Philadelphia, where my mission was to affirm the centrality of
the American Constitution for the American public and for foreign
visitors.

And then, a decade before that I had the great privilege ofwork-
ing with Nelson Mandela on his autobiography. And, more impor-
tantly, while he was writing his country's constitution. And it was
inspiring for me to be there, in Africa, while they were writing a
constitution-a modern constitution based on those same principles
that had been articulated by our Framers 200 years before.

Every day, everywhere around the world, there is a great global
debate taking place. It is about the nature of freedom and fairness,
about democracy and justice. It is happening in all the traditional
places, street corners, coffee shops, but it is also happening on all
of these new social media platf'orms. As a result the reach, the
scale and the speed of that debate is like nothing before in history.
I have been involved in that debate my whole life. America, of
course, must be in that debate and we must lead it.

Every minute there are attacks and misstatements about Amer-
ica and American foreign policy that cannot be left to stand. Social
media is a powerful medium for truth, but it is also a powerful me-
dium for falsehood. Pat Moynihan, who was my Senator long ago,
famously said, 'You're entitled to your own opinions, but not your
own facts." But more and more these days people seem like they
feel that they are entitled to their own facts. They are making
them up.

If confrrmed, I will focus on a few issues that I believe are vital
to our national interests. Nearly 60 percent of the world's popu-
lation is under the age of 30. They are our audience and they are
our vital interests. If confirmed, I will advance Public Diplomacy's
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fosus on youth, including girls and underserved communities, so
they see our Nation and our people as friends and allies.

If confirmed, I will work to identify and implement the best prac-
tices of social media and mobile technology. We must align our re-
sources at the State Department along these new platforms and
targeting the audience that we lvant. This cannot, of cûurse, re-
place people-to-people diplomacy. That is indispensable. But, social
media is a gigantic force multiplier.

We are, of course, the entrepreneurial Nation. And that expertise
is one of our most valuable exports. If confirmed, I will scale up
programs that support innovation so that we can connect small
businessmen-small businesswomen in Sopala with American busi-
ness leaders here, so that others like her can susceed in the global
economy.

If confìrmed, I will also be a champion of'educational diplomacy.
Education is one of our greatest strategic assets. Our institutions,
where more than 700,000 foreign students come, are incubators of
democracy. And their learning of the English language is critical,
because that is the language of innovation and entrepreneurship.
America is also the leader in technologies that are revolutionizing
the way people learn. And, if confirmed, I will employ these stra-
tegic assets to tailor educational exchanges to the 21st century.

And finally, combating violent extremism is vital to our national
security. It is critical to make sure that we provide people, particu-
larly youth in at-risk environments, with alternatives to misguided
ideological justifications for violence. One successful example of
this, which Mr'. Chairmarì you mentiotred, is l,he Center frlr Stra-
tegic Counterterrorism Communications, which actively refutes ter-
lorist messages oll social platfomrs in real tirne. This is suurethiug
that is incredibly innovative that I think needs to be built up. And
as the say at CSCC, "We must contest the space."

Finally, I want to salute the men and women working in Public
Diplomacy and Public AfI'airs around the world, including our ex-
ceptional American and local employees who are-they are risking
their lives for America. They advance our national interests, often
at great risk. It is my honor and privilege to offer m.y experience
and leadership to support their dedicated service to the United
States and the American people.

Thank you fol giving l¡re l,he oppurturrity l,u speak Lr-rtlay.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stengel follows:]

Pnppengo Srerervrsx'r oF RTcHARD SrtNcnr-

Chairman Menendez, Ranking Member Corker, all the members of this com-
mittee, I Ìvant to thank you for this opportunity to appear before you. I am honored
to be here today and humbled by the trust placed in me by President Obama and
Secretarly Ke¡ry. I âm very glad to have this opportunity to talk to you about the
inportance of public diplomacy.

lVIy wife, Mary Pfaff Stengel, is here with me today-she is a South African by
birth and became an American citizen almost a decade ago when I was CEO of th'e
National Constitution Center in Philadelphia. And I am very proud to have my two
sons, Gabliel and Anton, here today as wèll.

There is one person whose absence today I deeply regret. My father, who passed
away earlier this summer, was an immigrant's son from Brooklyn who became an
American patriot through his service in the Air Force during World War II. His
fondest wish was that I would go into public service. He did not think there was
a nobler occupation.
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Ifconfirmed, whiie I will be new to government, I have engaged in a form of pub-
lic diplomacy for much of my career. As the editor of TIIIE for the past 7 years,
it was my job to help explain America to the world-and the world to America. And
it was not a romanticized America, but the real America, a nation with outsized vir-
tues and challenges. We did that to an audience of nore than 50 million on an array
of platforms-Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Google Plus, Tumblr, even paper. When
I was there we grew our digital Êootprirrt from under a million to more than 30 mil-
lion unique users online and [2 million followers on social media.

Before that, as bhe head of the National Constitution Center in Philadelphia, il
was my job to reafTìrm the centrality antl the importance of the Constitution to all
Americans and to visitors from around the world.

And a decade before that, I had the gteat privilege to work with Nelson Mandela
during a fraught period in South African history. A new constitution was being hag-
gled over, and lVIr. Mandela was presiding over the negotiations. One morning when
we \ryere out walking, he asked me to define federalism. Here was one of the great
men ol the 20th century creating a constitution that would bring freedom to his peo-
ple. asking about a principle designed by American revolutionaries over 200 years
before on a different continent. That Constitution is the greatest operating sysfem
for democracy that the world has ever known. It is also-in a thousand different
wâys-our greatest export.

I believe that it is our very openness as a country-openness guaranteed by the
first amendment-that wins over people around the worid. We are a nation founded
not on a common religion or a common blood or ethnicity, but on an uncommon set
of ideas: that all people are created equal and that we all have certain unalienat¡le
rights. But we cannot simply cherish those rights, we must promote them. That's
where public diplomacy comes in. Public diplomacy is in our DNA as a nation. In
the Declaration of Independence, the men who risked their lives, their fortunes, and
their sacred honor said they were doing so with'ra decent respect to the opinions
of nrankind." Thus was born American public diplomacy.

Every day all over the world, there is a great global debate going on. It is about
the nature of ffeedom and fairness, dernocracy and justice. It is happening in all
the traditional ways, in coffee shops and on street corners, but it is also taking place
on the new platforms of social media. As a result, the reach, the scale, the speed
of that debate are like nothing before in history. I have been in that debate all of
my life. America has to be in that debate. lVe need to guide it, steer il. We need
to lead it. And we cannot rest on our laurels.

Every minute, there are attacks and misstatements about Anerica and American
foreign policy that cannot be left to stand. Social media is a tool thal can be used
for good or ill. I¡ is a powerful medium for truth, but it is an equally powerful
medium for falsehood. My Senator from long ago, the g'reat Pat ùIoynihan, used to
say, "You're entitled to your own opinions, not your own facts.' Well, today, more
and more. people feel entitled to their own facts. They choose the facts that conform
with their point of view. Even though it is easier lhan anytime in human history
ø find inforrnation to rebut lies, less of that seems to be happening. But we cannot
resign ourselves to lhis; we need to fight it. That is public diplomacy in the 21st
centurv-

And"while the means have changed, the rationale for public diplomacy has not.
Old style modern communication was a one-way street-newspapers, radio, tele-
vision. Because of new technology, this narrative is now a lwo-way street. It is a
dialogue not a monologue. It is no longer governments talking to govemments.
Ever5ione with a smarL phone has a voice añd a vote in this global malketplace.
Social media is allowing us to build relationships with people around the world,
even in the most remote corners. We can and must continue to reach individuals
one by one through person-to-person engagenrent-nothing equa.ls that-but we cân
reach exponentially more through the new techniques of social nredia.

That is whv I would argue that much of diplomacy today is public dipiomacy. For
reasons both good antl bad, the private salons of dipiomacy are less centr¿l now
than in the past. So much is already public-and what is not, surely will be. If oul'
policies and'ideas are to sr¡cceed. we'need the support ofthe public both at home
and abroad.

It was Henry Luce, the founder of TIME, rvho called the 20th century the Amer-
ican century. The 21st century should also be an American century, but not nec-
essarily in the same way as the 20th. The rise of new powers, t,he youth bulge. the
ubiquity of technology that makes the world even smaller and flalter, all point to
a different but no less important American role in the 2lst centurv. Our values do
not change, but how we pioject those values needs to adapt to a riew and different
era..
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If I am confirmed, I will focus on a number of issues that I think are vital to
America's Êuture and our national interests.

¡ Sixty percent of the world's population is under the age of 30. The number is
even highel in the developing world. Strengthening relationships with emerging
leaders and ensuring young people have the skills needed to bècome produclivè
are of vital interest to the United States. If confirrned, I will advañce public
diplomacls focus on youth, especially youth in underserved communitiei and
girls. We nlust build_and deepen relationships with new generations so they see
our Nation and peopÌe as allies and models.

. The media landscape is more crowded and conrpetitive than ever before. No one
has to explain that to me. DigiÞl is becomingtdominant. Yes, print and radio
are still the media of choice in many parts of the world, trut we ntust aligrr our
resources toward new platflolms that our target audience is using. Social media
is a transformationâl tool that has changed tñe nature of conrmuñication. Work-
ing with my colleagues at the State Départnrent, if confirmed, I will identify
and implement best uses and best practices of social media and mobile tech-
nology. A young girl in sub-Saharan AÍïica holding a snrart phone, for example,
can have whole libraries at her fingertips; shouldn't she get ã text fronr us help-
ing to teach hel'how to stû.lt a business? We should also be reaching out to the
young nìan in Sao Paulo who wishes to build a new future through èducational
opportulity online. We can trânsform lives by leveraging social nrèdia and tech-
nological tools.

. lVe are the entlepreneurial nation. Our entrepreneurial expertise is one of our
nrost valuable exþorts. If confir'nted, I intend tã scale up prôsrams thâ¿ sunport
innovation and äonnect successful American businesè 'l"uã"r'" with asp'inng
entrepì'eneurs in other countrics. We should support the efforts of a smalf busi--
nesswoman ia Jakarta to attain the language and skills to help her succeed in
a global trusiness environnrent. This nol only promotes economic opportunity
and highlighls the Am_erican model of doing business, but also strenglhens the
righ ts of disadvan taged groups.

. If confirmed, I rvill be a champion of educational diplomacy. Education is one
of our gteat strategic assets. The hunger for an American degree is vast. lVlore
than 700,000 foreign students studv in America, contributing more than $22 bil-
lion arrnuallv to our ecorronry. Our educational institutionsãre the laboratories
of democracj for students frónr arourd the world. I. ù;t *^v., g.tÀliÀ¡r i" tt"
language of democracy arrd English skills are critical to súccesê in thè 2 I st cen-
tury. Ifconfìrmed, I rvill strengthen our support for English training around the
world. America is also the leader in technologies that are revolufionizing the
way people leam. I intend to employ these stiategìc assets-English language
instructiorr, our highel education svstem and innovative education technology-
to tailor educationãl exchanges to the 21st century.

. One of nry goals, if confirméd, will be to expand public diplomacy's worldwide
efforts to combat violent extremism. It is vital to our national securitv that we
provide people, particularly young people in at-risk environments, ríith alter-
natives to the misguided ideological justifications for using violence. One suc-
cessful example of this is the Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Commu-
nications (CSCC), which actively refutes terrorist messages across cyberspace.
Innovative public diplonracy proþrams designed to counteí violent extiemidm in
Pakistan and Afghanistan have been credited with saving American lives. We
nrust confront dìstortion with realitv; we must rebut lie's with truth. As the
CSCC says, rye.muq!.contest the space. We nlust continue to support and
advance this vital public diplonracy wórk.

Finally, I want to salute the men ånd women working in public diplomacy and
public affairs around ihe world who are advarrcing our national inærests. That
includes our exceptional Amelican and local emnlovees workins to enoase foreisn
publics overseas, óften ¿t greât personal lisk. as riel[ as our WasÏingtor;bãsed st¿;ff.
They are the inheritors of more than two centuries of American public diplomacy.
It id my great honor &nd privilege to offer my experience and leadärship to^ suppoi.t
and âdvance ¿he tremendous work of so many dedicated people in service tó-the
United States and the American people.

Thank you for giving me the opþortunity to speak with you today.

The CsemuAN. Well, thank you both for your testimony.
The committee is going to stand in recess so that members can

vote. And we will return immediately after those votes to get into
a dialogue with you.

For the moment, the committee stands in recess.
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lRecess.]
The Csenuax. This hearing will come to order.
And our apologies to the two nominees. There was more than one

vote, so it took a little extra time.
And just-Senator Schumer caught me on the floor and said he

regretted that he could not make it because he was tied up on the
floor on the legislation we are appending on and he is about to
start a caucus meeting. So his full statement will be included in
the record on behalf of Mr. Stengel's nomination.

[The prepared statement of Senator Schumer follows:]

PRepeRg¡ Stetpunx'r or SeNaton Cneelns E. ScHurvrpn rN SuppoRT op rgp
No'-rrNATroN o¡ R¡cnan¡ SreNcer,

Thank you NIr. Chairman. It is my great privilege to introduce Mr. Richard
Stengel, President Barack Obama's nominee to be the next Under Secretary ofState
lor Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs.

I am pleased to say that Rick is a proud New Yolker, born and raised in New
York City.

Mr. Stengel's long and distinguished career as a journalist, edi[or. and author
nrakes him emirrerrtly qualified to be Under Secretary for Public Diplomacy and
Public Affairs.

He has covered critical foreign policy issues for three decades for one of the most
important magazines in the world. He has interviewed some of recent history's most
renowned figures at key moments including Russian President Vladimir Putin, Brit-
ish Prime Ministei'Tony Blair, and Israeli Prime lVlinister Benjamin Netanyahu.

As Under Secretary for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs, he will be respon-
sible for leading "America's public diplomac¡i outreach, cultural programming, com-
munication with international audiences, and U.S. Government efforts to confront
ideological support for terrorism."

Most importantly, by transitioning fi'om the world of journalism and media to that
of diplomacv and þublic service, we can now say, that Rick is finally '\valking the
walk" instead ofjust "tûlking the talk."

But in all seriousness, Rick has always been a putrlic diplomat. I believe that
Rick's extensive global relationships and experience coveling global issues at an up
close and personal level make hini the best person for the job. He will excel in his
role as a representative of American culture and commitment to service and excel-
Ience abroad.

Rick is first and foremost, a proud New Yorker. He grew up in New York City
before attending Princeton University. Upon graduation, he won a prized Rhodes
Scholarship and studied English and History at Oxford University.

Stengel began working for Time magazine mole than three decades ago as â con-
tributor, including in the 1980s and 90s providing extensive coverage of South
Africa during the apartheid-era and developing a close relationship with former
South African Presiilent Nelson Mandela. He worked his way up the ladder and
proved himself to be a stellar journalist and writer.

Rick collaborated with Nelson tlandela on his autobiography, Long lValk to Free-
dom. He even served as a coproducer oÊ the 1996 documentary film "lVlandela,"
lvhich was nominated for an Academy Award.

In 2004, Rick left his position as National Editor at Time and became president
and CEO of the National Constitution Center in Philadelphia. The National Con-
stitution Center is the first and onlv nonproñt museum and education center dedi-
cated to the founding document of Ämericän values and law: The U.S. Constituiion.
I believe this experience will also serve him very well as our Under Secretary.

As CEO, RicL raised the center's profìle s'ubstantially, increased the "center's

endowment, and consistentlv increased the number of visitors. He also started a
program to offer constitutioial training for joulnalists. and a high school for stu-
ilenis inte¡ested in history and govenrment. Under his tenure, the orgunization be-
came responsible for annually awarding the Liberty iVledal for leadership in the pur-
suit of freedom.

In 2006, Rick returned to Time magazine but as managing editor. In this role,
Rick oversaw Time magazine, which has one of the lalgest circulations in the world,
Tinre.conr, and other publications.

I would also like to highlight Riclis role in driving a very important conversatio¡
in American life on the ôase for national service. Rick wrote a very eloquent Time
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cover story called "The Case for National Service" in which he argued that Ameri-
cans needed to redouble their effbrts to get involvecl in comnrunity service and vol-
unteerisrn. Flis piece sparked a debaæ between both Presidential candidates in the
2008 election, where then candidâtes Senators Barack Obama and John lVlc0ain
anslvered questions from a live audience on their plans for national service.

I believe Rick's understanding of American values and of such diverse perspec-
tives ofAmerican life and the issues affecting our country will prepare hini well to
communicate with audiences aronnd the world about lhe role oT the United States
in foreign countries around the globe.

Rick is a highly giited communicator thât gets the issues, and has had an oppor-
tunity thât very few have had to meet with global leaders aL the highest stage to
discuss inrportant matteì's rggardìng national security, diplomacy, culture, constitu-
tional values, and the role ofthe Llnited States.

,I-wholeheartedly support Mr. Stengeì's nomination to be the next Under Secretary
of Staie lor Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs, and I urge my colleagues to sup-
porl his nonlination as well.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

The CrremvrAN. OK. So, let me start with you, Dr. Sewall. This
is a- your portfolio is very large, as I said in my opening, and it
is also very important. And there are a series of things thal I want
to explore with you.

First of all, democracy promotion. I sometimes wonder whether
we pick and choose how we promote democracy in the world, de-
pending upon the place that it is. And I am not quite sure that is
the right policy, at the end of the day. If we ought to be a beacon
of light to the rest of the world, as I believe we are, then having
certain universal standards of democracy and human rights I think
are critical. And yet, there are times where I get the sense that
somehow we have a very different view of promoting democracy in
certain parts of the world and we are very vigorous in eithers.

So, can you give me some general thinking in that tegard, since
this is one of the critical elements that you will be doing in your
position, if confirmed?

Dr. Snw¿r-r,. Thank you, Senator.
It is an interesting observation because I think there is a distinc-

tion between goals of promoting democracy equally and the tools
that we use to do them. And one of the things that is such a chal-
lenge and an opportunity for ti'l.e "J" Enterprise and a challenge,
I would relish, if confirmed as Under Secretary, is trying to find
morc innovativc ways to promotc dcmocracy when our standard
tools appear to be either less effective or harder to apply.

So, in my vie\ry, we cannot-the United States must always pro-
mote its valu"es and democracy is foremost among them, it is who
'we are. And I recognize that in the interagency process there will
always be vigorous debate about when and how to do that. My role,
if confirmed as Under Secretary, will be to promote-to always do
it and \4ihere it is hardest to do it, to fìnd alternative ways to do
it.

And I think that is one of the reasons why it is so important that
they have reorganized the Under Secretariat so that a broad range
of programming is united within the same span, so that you are
not limited simply to words or simply to limited tools. But, your-
you range across from security sector reform-all the way from de-
mocracies to security sector reform. You are thinking about
counterterrorism and the interests that it raises in the context of
promoting good governance and accountability and countering cor-
ruption.
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And so, my hope is that, if confirmed as Under Secretary, I will
be able to take a more nimble and creative approach to aìways pro-
moting democracy, even if the ways in which we do it sometimes
need to be adjusted depending on the circumstances. But, I agree
with you fully, sir, that the commitment itself needs to be uni-
versal. It is, of course, what we say to the world: that we are som-
mitted to universal human rights, that we are committed to gov-
ernance for all, that democracy is what we stand for. And so, I
think it is essential. And I think it is the role of the Under Sec-
retary to be promoting that view internally.

The Crnmm¡¡¡. Well, I appreciate that. Because, in certain parts,
I sometimes think we have double standards. In Burma we actively
engage to create the space, the pressure, the international recogni-
tion before its efforts to be able to create change. So, peaceful ef-
forts, but nonetheless to create change. In Cuba we have this ro-
manticism and we seem to-the very same types of people, the
same types of individuals struggling to create democracy and
human rights in their own country in civil society. And yet, they
languish in virtual anonymity.

And so, I hope that in your process and confirmation here, that
we will see an application of a democracy that is more evenly and
vigorously promoted. Because I believe that freedom and civil and
human rights in Burma are incredibly important, they are also in-
credibly important in places like Cuba. And that has not been our
reality. And so, I hope that your application of the effort in pro-
motion of democracy will be global in nature, at the end of the day.
Otherwise, when we pick and choose, it seems to me that then we
diminish our capacity and our standing in the world to be able to
promote them.

Let me ask you about-among your many portfolios, is going to
be the area of war crimes. The Under Secretary for Civilian Secu-
rity oversees the Office of Global Criminal Justice, which is for-
merly the Office of War Crimes Issues. From my perspective, in
Syria, Assad clearly has committed and continues to commit war
crimes. And while I applaud-and this committee was, I think a
big part of making it possible for the President to be in a position
to defang Assad's chemical weapons, it does not undermine that he
is indiscriminately killing his own people in ways that I think are
tantamount to the war crime.

How have you been engaged in your preparation with the State
Department on how the State Ðepartment is working with its Syr-
ian partners norry and in exile as well as in country to document,
verify and collect data to develop a case against Assad? Ifyou have,
I would like to hear what those observations are. If you have not,
then what do you think should be the pro€ess and that you would
engage in, in that regard?

Dr. SsweLL. Thank you for that question.
Absolutely, there needs to be accountability in Syria for the

crimes that have been committed and continue to be committed. In
the process preparing for this hearing, I have been impressed by
the leadership within DRL in using American funding to create the
mechanisms to be collecting all of the documentation and data that
we would need to be prosecuting atrocities and crimes, when we
are ultimately able to do so.
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I think that the American support for justice and accountability
is one of the more important ways in which we can help the Syrian
people, in the long run, build a very different future than the one
they are experiencing now. And I look forward to the time when
we are able to do that. I think it is another example of the ways
in which creative programming, support from the United States
and others to promote a Syrianìed effort to bring to justice those
that have committed criminal activity is both an important oppor-
tunity and an example for others. And, if I am confirmed, I will
closely monitor that process.

Because, as you may know Senator, international justice has
been a longstanding concern of mine. I have written about it quite
extensively. I think that ending impunity for gross violations of
human rights is absolutely critical. And I am fi.rmly committed to
taking that on, if confirmed.

The CrwnnneN. Well, I believe it is absolutely critical as well. I
know that there are those who are con€erned that raising these
issues might not lead to a Geneva II Conference. I believe not rais-
ing those issues undermines our credibility and our standing in the
world and the ability to send a global message that, when you act
with impunity and commit \Mar crimes, that you will face a global
consequence for it. And so, I am glad to hear your response to that.

I have a whole bunch of other questions. But, in deference to
Senator Rubio, who is here, I am gbing to turn do him. And then
I will come back to both you and Mr. Stengel.

Senator Rusro. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you both for your offer to senr'e our country.
Dr. Sewal, modern-day slavery is real. Many people think slavery

is a relic of the past, ancl they are shocked to learn it is still going
on in the world. One of the powerful tools that we have the Traf-
ficking in Persons Report. Last year we elevated two pretty power-
ful countries, China and Russia, to Tier 3 for their failure to make
efforts to combat human trafficking and modern-day slavery.

The debate, of course, is that they get waivers from the sanctions
that are supposed to come associated with that. And there is a de-
bate about that. And we can continue to have the debate about
whether those waivers are wise or not. But, I wonder if you could
take a moment just to speak about the power of the shaming that
comes with that designation and the impact that it has on coun-
tries that are designated in that way. Does it still matter to people?
Does it stilÌ matter to countries? Even if they may not show it pub-
lically, does it still matter to them when they are shamed in this
way, as countries that continue to be havens for trafficking and ul-
timately for modern-day slavery?

Dr. Srwell. Thank you for the question, Senator.
I agree with you completely about the importance of this issue.

It is shocking and it is a global phenomenon and we are not im-
mune from it, here in this great country. My understanding, flom
the briefings that I have had to date, is that the shaming in fact
matters very much. And I think we would not have the keen inter-
est that we do have in the annual list and in the movement of
countries among those lists, if it did not matter.

So, I would like to thank you and the Members of Congress who
have created this tool because I think it is powerful. And, if I am
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confirmed as Under Secretary, t will look forward to leveraging it
as best I can to address this global crime.

Senator Rusro. Another issue that I think we should be con-
cerned about and I know we are in our human rights agenda is the
issue of religious freedom. Religious persecution is on the rise in
many parts of the world. The International Religious Freedom Of-
frce produces every year a similar concept to that of the Traffrcking
in Persons Report, a designation of'countries of particular concern.
This administration only issued these designations once in its first
term, back in October of 2011.

Would you be supportive of an effort to make that designation an
annual occurrence, as we do with other issues, given that-I would
imagine that the shaming effect of that would be similar to that
of Trafficking in Persons?

Dr. Snw¿u,. I think that one of the more interesting opportuni-
ties I am going to have in coming new to this role is looking at all
of the different ways in which we do reporting on different forms
of rights abuse and trying to think about how to leverage each as
best we can. My understanding is that the reviews are done annu-
ally. And my general view, sir, about how we do these reviews is
to look at the facts and make the recommendation based on the
facts. And so, I cannot speak to decisions that have been made in
the past. I can give you my commitment that I will undertake to
use all of the tools that we have.

Senator RueIo. Just the reviews are, but the designations are
not. And let me tell you why that is relevant. The other part of it,
ofcourse, is that these sanctions that correspond to the desig¡ation
expire after 2 years. So, would you be supportive of the idea that
the sanctions actually remain in place for countries of particular
concern for as long as the designation is in place? I mean, what is
the wisdom in allowing them to expire if they have not taken any
steps to be removed from that list?

Dr. Snwer,r,. I think it is a good question and I will have to look
into it. I certainly share your desires to make the sanctions as ef-
fective as possible in support of the goals and the intent. And so,
I will take a close look at that, if I am confirmed.

Senator Ruero. OK. Thank you.
Mr. Stengel, welcome. And congratulations or condolences,

whichever is appropriate depending on how you view it. But, thank
you for your offer to serve our country as well. You have an inter-
esting task ahead of you, if confìrmed.

I believe, as I hope you do and I have no reason to think you do
not, that the American example is one of the most polverful con-
tributions that our Nation has made to the world. I know for a fact
that people look at what happens in this country as a source ofin-
spiration when they pursue their own freedoms, their own liberties,
and their own expectations of what is possible. I mean, so mary
people in the world have been told their whole lives that people
like you cannot rise because you do not come from the right family
or the right religion or the right sector of society. They look to
America as an example of why that is not true.

One ofthe challenges that I have found is that, because we have
such a vibrant political system, our debates and the chaos that
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sometimes ensues around them, people look at that as a sign of
weakness. Let me give you an example.

Yesterday I had filed, along with many of my colleagues, a brief
bef'ore the Supreme Court-and amicus brief on the issue of legisla-
tive prayer. So, as I arrived at the courthouse steps, basically every
viewpoint in America on that issue was represented outside, people
holding signs. You know, there were the atheists were there. There
were the-obviously those who believe strongly in prayer. Others
who just had constitutional reasons fbr being there. Viewing that
scene alone you would say, "Boy, this is a chaotic country. How do
these people share, they are so divided." But, in fact, in many ways
that is the source of our strength because whatever the court rules
on that issue, people may disagree, they may disagree very strong-
ly, but at the end ofthe day people are going to abide by it.

Again, another example of that, which I lived firsthand, was the
recount in Florida in 2000, which was obviously a very close elec-
tion and to this day we still have debates about how that should
have turned out. But, at the end of the day, there was no question
that, no matter what the court ruled or decided, that is what was
going to happen.

How do we go to the world and say: when you see these things
happening in our society, when you see these arguments and these
debates, and all these things going on it is actually a source of
strength, not a source of weakness? That \Me are able to have a so-
ciety of such divergent views, but at the end of the day, whatever
the outcome may be people may keep fighting to change them, but
there is no question that they will abide by them. For example,
that President Clinton was not going to roll out the troops and can-
cel the elections results, in 2000 when Vice President Gore lost.
These things aïe sources of strength for our country.

How do we make that argument to a world that is desperately
seeking security and order. But sometimes in a truly democratic
process you have to have the space for that-the chaos that comes
with debate, so long as that commitment to the rule of law is there.
Is that a key component of our Public Diplomacy abroad? To ex-
plain to foreign peoples how the American concept works here, in
an effort to irrspire them to pulsre a similat' space irr lheil uwn
country?

Mr. Stnmcnt.. Thank you, Senator, for that qrrestion,
And I share your passion for the debate and the breadth of that

debate in America. Open societies encourage debate. And one of the
things that I have been proudest of, in my career as a journalist,
is to show the breadth of that debate. And, if confirmed in this job,
I would like to be able to show people around the world that ii ié
a strength of America that we have this diversity of opinion, that
we can tolerate it. I think one of the things that is appealing to
people around the world and why \Me are a beacon is that that de-
bate is an example of free expression and not only tolerance for the
views that we like, but tolerance for the views that we do not like.
And that is part of the golden thread that is rroven through the
Constitution and American life. And I think it is appealing on its
own to people around the world. And, if confirmed, I will work on
even better ways to promote that.

Senator Rusro. Can I just take 10 seconds?
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I have one more question, which you alluded to in your opening
statement. I have been impressed on how many people have a
much clearer understanding of what this country is really like and
what our freedoms entail, because they went to school here, they
studied here, they lived here for a period of time.

I think you alluded to the fact that that is the kinds of things
that we should be encouraging more of in the future, the oppor-
tunity for people to come here from abroad. Not just to acquire the
skills that will allow them to go back to their country of origin-
obviously there is some very talented people we would like to see
stay heie, hence our efforts on immigration reform. But, beyond
that, there are folks that are going to return to their home country
and potentially become the future leaders of those societies.

What can 'r¡¡e do, from a public policy perspective to encourage
more of that, to the extent it is cost effective and feasible?

Mr. SreNcnu Thank you, Senator.
Our higher educational system and the educational exchanges,

which Education and Cultural Affairs sponsors, is something that
is vital and powerful. And its effect is incalculable. I mean, if you
look at not just the 700,000 students who are here, but if you look
through the history of the Fulbright Scholarships; the number of
Nobel laureates; the number of, for example, just in the recent elec-
tions in Pakistan, 27 local and national leaders elected in those
elections had studied here. I agree with you. I think that makes
them more sympathetic to the American point of view. That makes
them understand us better.

I was overjoyed to see the story several months ago, when Xi
Jinping, the new President of China, came over to see President
Obama in California. And he asked to stop at a little town in Iowa
where he had been-visited as a leader on one of the leader ex-
change programs, to have dinner with that family in Iowa that he
stayed with many years before, when he was a young man. I think
the value of that is extraordinary.

And again, I am a big believer in educational diplomacy. And I
will try to increase the number of exchanges because I think that
the long-term benefrt of that is something that we all want.

Senator Ruero. Thank you.
The Cn¡mnraN. Thank you.
One of the areas where your portfolio will take you is refugees.

And having visited Jordan earlier this year I think the thirdlarg-
est city in Jordan is now Syrian, the Syrian refugee camp, which
creates enormous challenges for the Government of Jordan, the
Kingdom, as well as other countries in the region. And, while we
have been leading in providing humanitarian assistance, you know,
it is unlikely that those refugees are going to return home any time
soon.

So, I would like to ask you, what do we do in making sure that
our humanitarian aid is linked to longer term development as an
effort? Because it seems very shortsighted in one respect. There is
an immediate need. But, by the same token, we do not think about
the longer term consequence. What would you say to that?

Dr. Snwell. It is an excellent point, Senator. And it is one of the
first questions that I asked when I began talking with people at
the State Department. Because I see a real-obviously, we all wish,
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given the tragedy in Syria, that it were possible for the refugees
to return home as soon as possible.

But, I ag¡ee with you. We cannot affbrd to wait and not address
their current plight in ways that have longer term implicat ons.
And so, I think there are enormous opportunities to use our refugee
assistance outside of the country, where we have a population that
is interested in enyisioning a future. LJse our support there to think
more broadly than simply immediate relief. But to think instead of
livelihoods, work, to think of developing ways to support internal
governance structures, to build a set of skills and habits and expec-
tations that we hope very much can return with them to Syria
after the crisis is over.

I r,vas interested to learn about some thinking that has been
going on within INL and programming that is.now underway to
prornote a new approach to enhancing the role of community mem-
bers in working with the Jordanian police and the refugee camps
to protect rights and promote security. That has an immediate ben-
e{it, obviously. But it has longer term implications too, in terms of
training people, in terms of creating expectations about security,
and in terms of potentially building infrastructure that would be
useful in a national capacity later. And so, that is very exciting to
me. And I think that is exactly the direction that we need to be
heading. And I would welcome the opportunity to work with you
on doing more innovative programming like that to assist these
people in desperate need.

The CH¿mttAN. You have a certain expertise and I want to call
upon it in terms of the Atrocity Prevention Board. Some have sug-
gested that has been a failure. lVhat would you respond to the crit-
ics whn suggest that has been inef'fective in stemming tragedies in
Syria, the violence in Burma, or conflict in the Central African Re-
public? More than a critique of it, what would you say or would you
propose that wouìd increase its effectiveness? Do you have any
ideas in that regard?

Dr. Saw¿r,1. I do, Senator. And thank you for the question.
I do think that much of the disappointment that I have some-

times heard from the Atrocities Prevention Board to date stems
from perhaps a different set of expectations about its role. A¡rd I
think about it in two different ways.

First, its role in helping create a mindset wjthin the hrrrear¡cratic
infrastructure-and by that I mean the people who are our eyes
and ears on the ground, the intelligence community-that is at-
tuned to the risk of mass atrocity and the risk of mass atrocity de-
veloping into full-blown genocide and violence. And so, there is
value, I think, in what I am told are the ef'forts that are underway
within the system to elevate awareness and create a greater sense
of responsibility for taking action.

The second piece of that-and this is perhaps more germane to
your question-is that I believe the Atrocities Prevention Board's
added value is in studying and focusing attention on areâs in which
there is violence but before it becomes a level of national concern,
such as Syria. Obviously Syria is the most important foreign policy
priority of crisis management today. And the interagency process,
as a whole, is seized with it. The APB, in my judgment, no longer
needs to play a role in elevating its attention. The APB, I think,
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can add the most value where it looks at the incipient crises and
seeks to elevate the awareness and the resources and the pro-
grammatic response in areas where \Me can make a difference,
where it is still below the radar of a full-blown crisis that's occu-
pying the attention ofthe principals.

And so, for my role, if confirmed as Under Secretary, I think that
that early warning capacity within the APB offers an enormous po-
tential to focus the resources and the efforts across the entire "J"
Enterprise. And it is my hope that we will able to think more cre-
atively. And we may need to come to the committee and engage in
a more consultative process about responding earlier ryilh more ful-
some programming in areas where we see opportunities to avert
cnses ln-

The Cn¿mueN. \Mell, I would be very much interested in engag-
ing with you on that because it seems to me that our goal should
be to prevent not to elevate. We elevate because--out of the neces-
sity of what is both our national interests and our national secu-
rity. But, when we get to that point we have already to some de-
gree, I want to say, failed because we cannot always engage and/
or prevent every conflict that ultimately rises to a level, as it has
in Syria, for example. But I think that very often 'rye are short-
sighted about delegating the resources and the effort before it be-
comes that elevated stature. And I hope that that is one of'the
things you will pay attention to, when you are confirmed.

Dr. Snw¿r,r,. Absolutely. I would be delighted to-
The CHemuAN. Two other-
Dr. Sow¿t lcontinuing]. Work with you-
The CH¿lnuAN. I mean, I have a whole bunch but I will-your

portfolio's so wide. But-so, two others.
One is I see markets around the world expanding rapidly and as

such labor forces migrate there to meet those demands. And I
would like to hear, in your capacity, how you intend to oversee in
the Offrce to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, particu-
larly to engage foreign governments and corporations to eliminate
trafficking in their supply chain.

Dr. Sow¡r,1. Thank you for the question.
I am very excited about the possibility, not simply for the moral

reasons that we were discussing earlier, but because one of the
hard security elements of the scourge of trafficking is that it is
often intertwined with other nefarious practices and actors that we
wish to combat.

And so, as I look across the spectrum of bureaus that are active
and oflices that are active within the Under Secretariat I see great
synergies to be developed between our efforts to combat trafficking
and our efforts to combat other problems, whether they are gener-
alized criminal behavior, whether they are violent extremist's ex-
ploitation of persons. There are a host of ways in which the Traf-
frcking in Persons element, which has highlighted a problem that
we, frankly, did not seem to be paying significant attention to is
not leading the way, in terms of guiding our efforts to unpack prob-
lems that have implications in other areas of the "J" Enterprise.

So, I hope to learn more about what has been successful within
the Trafficking in Persons'practices and help ensure that some of
those lessons are miglated to other elements of the work that will
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be under my span of supervision. And to continue to help us under-
stand that these problems are all interrelated, and so our solutions
need to be thinking beyond simply the response to trafficking but
also the prevention of traffrcking, which is related to other ele-
ments of the "J" progtamming. So, I see it as an enormous chal-
lenge, one in which some of what we have learned in traffrcking
can apply to other areas of "J.' And there are also other elements
of "J" that can better support our antitrafficking efforts, even if
they are not called precisely that.

The Cnerntrex. And then flrnally, only because time-we could
talk about Tibet, China, religious freedom, and a whole host of
other things. But, and I may submit some questions for the record.
We had a brief discussion in those regards.

One of the critical things I hope that you will look at is many
of the "J" Bureaus-whether it be Population Refugees, Migration,
Bureau of Conflict Stabilization, Bureau of Democracy, Human
Rights and Labor-are working in the same-on issues and with
resources in countries in which also USAID is working on some of
those issues. And, at a time, as \rye were discussing with Ms.
Higginbottom, the challenges of maximizing our resources, of hav-
ing a greater coordination I hope will be one of the efforts that you
will bring to your job.

Dr. Snr,vell. Yes, it absolutely will be.
The Cnernn¡eN. All right.
Mr. Stengel, I do not want you to feel left out here. You have a

very important role here. Let me ask you a couple of things.
One is structural in nature because I think a lot about whether

the good intended consequences for different positions we have in
the State Department can be achievecl if' the structure cloes not
allow them to achieve it. And there are those who have been critics
of the structure of U.S. Public Diplomacy who have argued that the
Under Secretary's role is not strong enough, from a bureaucratic
standpoint within the Department, citing lack of authority to direct
most Public Diplomacy resources, personnel, activities abroad.

With most Public Diplomacy officers working in regional bureaus
or diplomatic posts abroad, outside of the Under Secretary's organi-
zation, what is your undelstanding of the role of the Under Sec-
retary in directing U.S. Public Diplomacy efforts worldwide? I am
sure you had an engagement with the Secretary and fhe adminis-
tration in talking about accepting this role. How do you see being
able to achieve the very goals that you so admirably stated in your
statement and response to some of the questions here?

Mr. SraNcnL. Senator, thank you for that question.
And, as you know, the Secretary and the President are strong be-

lievers in the idea of Public Diplomacy and global engagement. And
I think they each have notions about how to do it even better. Inso-
far as I have been briefed on the Public Diplomacy aspect of my
job in brief, the Public Diplomacy officers who serve around the
world, again at great risk often to themselves, have a whole set of
tools at their behest that they can use to promote America and
America's image abroad and programs. The educational programs,
there are visitors' programs, there are more than 700 American
spaces around the world that have 16 or 17 million visitors where
people engage with American ideas and things like that.
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So, I think there are a lot of possibilities. And the reality of what
Public Diplomacy officers do I think is great. Certainly, if con-
firmed, I will look at whether there are other things that might be
done to enhance American Public Diplomacy. I would never, by the
way, refuse an offer of having more authority. But, thus far it feels
like the amount of authority that I have over the Public Diplomacy
officers and programs seems adequate.

The Cn¿.rnuAN. OK. Well, I am-the alignment here, between
your position and the ability to have those, you know, globally be
able to pursue the Public Diplomacy that you envision, that the
Secretary and the President put faith in you in this position on
does not seem for me to be there. And so, we would love, once you
get in the job, to talk about that as a structural element to ensure
that we maximize the ability of the Public Diplomacy that you can
bring to the Department's efforts to have a multiplier effect in a
more powerful way.

In that regard, one of the things you are going to be as the
Under Secretary of Public Diplomacy is the Secretary's designate
to the Board of-Broadcasting Board of Governors. The entity
over---*harged with overseeing U.S.- international civilian broad-
casting. Do you have any thoughts on that? Have you thought
about that element of the role that you are going to be playing?
And how do we create a greater integration between the State De-
partment and the BBG?

Mr. Srn¡¡cnl-. Yes, Senator, I have thought about it. And I know
you have thought a great deal about it as well. I would indeed be
the Secretary's designate on the BBG Board, if confirmed.

The work that they do I think is vital to American foreign policy.
There is of course the firewall between the independent journalism
that is done by VOA and other organizations. And I would never
say that there is too much independent journalism in the world. I
think that is important. At the same time, I think there are oppor-
tunities for the State Department to work more closely with BBG.
There have been examples recently. For example, with a BBG pro-
gram in Mali that the State Department worked with, where we
collaborated. So, I know the structure has changed a lot. And cer-
tainly, if confirmed and I am a member of that board, I will look
at that closely and try to make it as effþctive and as efficient as
possible.

The Cnernnrex. One of the goals I seek to see in our Public Di-
plomacy is the greatest integration in order to have the greatest ef-
fect. And that is where I think we lack, which brings me to my
final question.

The Bureau of International Information Programs has under-
gone reorganization is recent years. In order to modernize commu-
nication strategies and use of social media and new information
technologies, which you referred to in your opening statement in
terms of using those new technologies. However, a May 2013 in-
spector general inspection of the Bureau found that many problems
exist including a lack of a clear strategy in performance measure-
ment.

What attention would you place on new technologies and plat-
forms as part of our global diplomacy stratery? And what steps do
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you think that that particular bureau would need to take to im-
prove its performance?

Mr. Srnmcol. Thank you for that question, Senator.
I welcome the OIG report. Coming into a job for the first time

and looking around, to have an Inspector General's Report that
kind of looks at the territory and gives you guidance is something
I find very valuable. I found that very valuable when I had reports
like that in the private sector.

One thing I would be remiss if I did not mention, because I do
not want them to feel left out, is that part of my brief is Public Af-
fairs as well as Public Diplomacy. And I think one of the things
that I would like to do, if confirmed, is to actually try to bring Pub-
lic Affairs and Public Diplomacy closer together. Public Affairs is
out there on the deck of the ship every day. And they are talking
about policy. And they are talking about the President's policy and
the Secretary's vision. I think that can help all of the other pro-
grams that we do.

From my statement, I think you will tealize I am a great believer
in the power of social media. I think it is not just a new tool. I
think it is actually a new form of communication. And one of the
reasons I think it is a very valuable tool to BBG, to Public Diplo-
macy is that it is interactive. It is not just us preaching and other
people listening. We can have a dialogue. We can have a conversa-
tion. And I think that is something that is very important. That
that illustrates the beauty of the free society that we are. And so,
I would try to use all of those tools at my disposal to help and im-
prnve Public Diplornacy.

The Cn¡muex. Well, it is certainly the new frontier. And it is
a frontier in which those who wish us harm, by one dimensiorr, ale
actively engaged in. And so, I appreciate your earlier comment in
your statements about making sure that \üe are engaged in the
space and occupying it as well, proactively as well as responsibly.

Well, I thank you both for your testimony.
The record will remain open until the close of business tomorrow.

If there are any questions, and I am sure there will be some that
will be proposed to you, I would urge .you to answer them as expe-
ditiously as possible in order to try to move your nomination before
a business meeting.

The CHernuAN. Arrd, with lhe thanks r-rf lhe courmittee, this
hearing is adjourned.

lWhereupon, at 1:09 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.J

Aoormolr¿r, Quosrious AND ANSwERS SuBMrrrED FoR THE RECoRD

RnseoNs¡s on Dn. San¡x Snw¡r,l ro Quesuolls SusMrtrnl
sv S¡NA.rroR Rosenr MENENDEz

Qtrcstiott. Conflict and Stabilization.-The Bureau of Conflict and Stabilization
Operations (CSO) was established in 2Ol2 with the mandate to advance U.S
national security "by breaking cycles of violent conflict and mitigating crises in pri-
ority countries. . . ." Recentþ it has engaged in fbur principál effórts: providing
e.lection suppod in Kenya; publicizing and training Syrian oppósition groups in Tur-
key; promoting confidence-building measures through landmjne remôval-and edu-
cation in Burma; and reducing violence in four Central American countries.

t Please provide your âssessment of these efforts.
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Answer. Throughout nry câreer, I have been a strong advocate of civilian power,
and particularly the development of civilian planning skills and civilian capabilities
to help address global crises. I believe that CSO has begun to play a critical role
in U.S. foreign policy, and that its contributions and importance must continue to
expand. If confil'med, I look forward to learning more about the successes and limi-
tations ofrecent efforts, helping promote learning and enhancing capabilities within
CSO, and ensr.rring that we have an increasingly effective civilian capacity to help
prevent and miligate conflict.- 

CSO's recent efforts have included the following initiatives:
Ken',ta

I am told that CSO's Nairobi-based team was central to the Embassy's eleclion
efforts. The team helped organize and manage the lalgest diplomatic observer mis-
sion in Kenya, featurìng 35 teams in 33 of Kenya's 47 counCies. I understand that
these efforts ensured that the United States had firsthand information and con-
sistent messaging among all international partners during the days following the
election when concerns were raised about electoral fraud.
Syria

The U.S. objective in Syria is a political settlement leading to a post-Assad transi-
tion that minimizes extremist violence and sets the conditions for an inclusive
democracy. I understand that CSO has been at the forefront of promoting the cohe-
siveness and capability ofthe moderate Svrian opposition.

I understand^that,"in consultation wiíh the Syrian Opposition Coalition (SOC),
CSO has trained over 1,200 civilian council members from over 350 organizations
in civil administration and equipped them with communications to coordinate with
each other and the outside world. I have been informed that ihese skills, equipment,
and connections allowed these groups to achieve the following:

. Organize together into provincial councils;

. Establish more than 50 civilian po.lice precincts in 40 different communities in
Aleppo province alone; each sworb to uþhold a code of conduct respecting inter-
national humanitarian law;

. Reopen schools and restore electrical power;

. Barter across regions for critical supplies like food and medicine;
¡ Promote the role of women in civil leadership;
. Publicly contest civil authority with ext¡emist groups;
. Establish nine independent FM radio stations that collectively reach 80 percent

of Syria's population; and
. Establish three satellite TV stations that can convey Syrian opposition mes-

sages across the Middle East.
I understand that, in the 2 months since CSO's nonlethal support to the Syrian

Nlilitary Council began to flow, CSO has already provided enough utility trucks to
motoriie a small battalion, and enough communications equipnent to network a
brigade.

Burma
I have been told that CSO led a successful pilot in Kayah State to convene civil

society actors, Burmese officials, and nonstate armed groups to discuss humani-
tarian mine action, establishing a model for indirect trust-building activities. Fol-
lowing CSO's program, the Government of Burma and the main nonstate armed
group in Kayah State agreed to work together on a mine clearance project. I under-
stanil these efforts to iñcrease trust among the Government of Burma and ethnic
minority groups throug'h humanitarian mine action are beginning to pay dividends
and that CSO has designated 120? funding to expand pilot efforts and train commr¡-
nitv leadel's on how to effectively collaborate on mine action. If conñrmed, I will
ex¡ilore using this approach of trüst-building through collective work on a challenge
of common interest for other states in Burma, including Rakhine State.

Central Anzeríca
I am told that CSO is currently focusing its efforts in Central America on the crit-

ical issue of reducing violence in Hondi¡ras. I understand that CSO is implementing
activities that transform the prevailing national hopelessness over escalating vio-
lence; supporting civil society advocacy for public security reform; and enhancing
community-led, coun terviolence programs.

It is also my understanding that CSO is providing its civil society partners with
strategic communications advice and financial resources. CSO programming encour-
ages serrior government leaders to implenrent reforms and ensures public security
reform is a significant issue not only during the ongoing Presidential campaign but
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also for the,incoming administration. I understand that CSO's efforts have gen-
erated initial, meaningful reforms in the Public lVlinistry that may help counter vio-
lence and impunity in Honduras.

I lcok foi-ward to learning nrore about these initiatives aml how we can expand
and sfrengthen vital us effoits to prevent and mitigate conflicts abroad.

Ques|inn. Interagency Coordination.-Please comment on the degree of inter-
agericy cooi'dination within the U.S. GoveÏrrmelrt in iis humanitariln assistance
activities. IJSAiD has programs addressing U.S. international humanitarian assist-
ance. lVhat relationship does PRM have with USAID's programs? Is there overlap?
Do you expect a change in this relationship? ?o what extent do you believe the
Department of Defense (DOD) should play a role in forning and enforcing U.S.
emergency relief policy? How does PRM coordinate its work with various-inter-
national and private agencies working rvith lefugees during humanitarian emer-
gencies? What changes would you like ø see in. these relatioñships to make coordi-
nation more effective and cost efficient?

Answe¡. I am told that U.S. Government humanitarian assistan.ce activities are
well-coordinated both in Washington and in lhe field, especially in large-scale emer-
gencies requiring signifìcant U.S. Government resources. For examplè, in the case
of U.S. humanitarian assistance in response to the crisis in Syria, cobrdination hap-
pens through regular Principals, Deputies, and Inter-Agency Policv Comnrittee
meetings. Additionally, PRIVI and USAID's f)emocracy, Conflict and Hunranitarian
Assistance (DCHA) Bureau cochair a Syria humanitarian assistance working group,
and PRM and DC[{A cochair regrrlar video conferences that link embassieÀ in the
region with lVashington agencies and DOD's Conrbatant Commands to share infor-
mation and coordinate U.S. Government activities. PRM and DCHA senior leader-
ship have also taken joint visits to the field to advance U.S. Governrnent humani-
tarian objectives.

Regarding the relationship between PRM and USAID, I understand that PRM
and DCHA personnel work closeiy together to ensure that their respective programs
are coordinaterl and complementary and are not duplicative. PRM anã DCHA
atlLcre Lo wlillcl "Courtlilaliuu autl Ftuuling Guitlclines-' tliat h¿ve helped facilitate
an effective division of funding responsibilities to meet critical needs throughoul the
world. I am told thai PRM staffconfer regularlv with USAID counterpartsln lVash-
ington and in the ñeld. Additionally PR[,], DÕ[IA. and the Departnìent of Stare's
International Organizntion Affnirs Bureau coordinate via the Humanitarian Policy
Working Group IHPWG). The HPWG meets monthly at senior levels to address
high-priority humanitarian policy issues, such as U.S. Government advocacy on
U.N. humanitarian reforms, outreach to emerging donors, and guidelines foi im-
proved civilian-military coordination in humanitarian response, iir a collective and
strategic manner.

If confìrmed, I look forward to working with PRM and USAID leadership to en-
sure that the HPWG continues to sen'e effectively as a coordination mechaiism to
advance key humanitarian.policy issues. If confirmed, I would also make strength-
ened coordination with USAID a top priority. As you appreciate, humanitaiian
needs continue to grow, the United States and other donoil resources are limited,
and current needs ah'eady exceed what any single government organization can
meet.

When requested by civilian leaders and nested within a broader humanitarian
strategy, I believe that DOD can play an important role supporting State ãnd
USAID humanitarian efforts, particularly where the U.S. military can provide a
unique capability or where additional capacity is urgently required.

I understand that PRIVI's coordination with international and private agencies is
extensive. In addition to representing the U.S. Government on thè governiñg boards
of key humanitarian agencies such as the tLN. Refugee Agency (UNHCR). the Inter-
national Organization for Migration (IOM), and the U.N. Relief and Works Agency
for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), PRM is also an active pártici-
pant in donor coordinalion groups in support of the International Committee of the
Red Cross and the U.N. Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(OCHA). It actively engages with, and participates in events hosted by, InterAction
and Refugee Council USA. two major umbrella organizations for nongovernmental
organizations working on humanitarian issues. PRNI holds quarterly policy and
budget briefings with its international and private agency pártners, añd attends
reguìar meetings with stakeholders on key emergency issuei. In addition, PRM's
refugee coordinators posted to U.S. embassies atiroad meet regularlv with inter-
national and nongovernmental partners to coordinate and share inforination about
humanitarian needs and challenges in country.
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If conñrmed, I will continue to build upon and expand the coordination mecha-
nisms and networks already in place to ensure that U.S. Government humanitaúan
assistance is timely, effective, cost-efficient, and responsive to the needs of the most
vulnerable people."'

Question. Syria Refugee Crisis.-The Syrian crisis is well into its third year, and
many refugees who have fled neighboring countries will not be able to go honre for
a long time. Ttre impact of the refugee influx on Lebanon, Jordan, and other coun-
tries has been immense, and the possibility of conflicü developing between refugees
and host communities is increasing. In your testimony before the committee, you
noted that we should be doing more to ensure that we are providing assistance to
host communities and local authorities and that our humanitarian aid is linked to
longer term development objectives.

o Please describe your views on this issue and what concrete steps you recom-
mend be taken. "

Answer. I understand that U.N., international hunranitarian agencies, and non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) have worked tireiessly with host governments
over the past 2/z years to provide emergency aid to the more than 2.2 million refu-
gees who have fled the conflict in Syria to Lebanon, Jordan, Tbrkey, Iraq, and
Egypt. The influx of refugees has placed extraordinary pressure on the regiorls pub-
lic services, infi'astructure, and social systems, with host communities bearing the
brunt of the burden. As the conflict in Syria escalates and expands, it is clear that
return to Syria will not be a near-term option for most. In order to bolster the
region's stability while the hard work of seeking a peaceful polifical solution to the
crisis continues, U.N. hunranitarian and developntent o{ficials recently unveiled a
comprehensive regional strategy to integrate the emergency humanitarian response
with broader development support for Syria and neighboring countries. The plan
will target support to lefugees. host communities, and host governments, aiming to
bolster communities to withstand the impact of major population surges by address-
ing the needs of the most vulnerable, regardless of nãtionality or slatus. I under-
stand that U.N. agencies and NGOs are working with host governments to map
existing relief efforts and gaps in the humanitarian and development response in
order to prioritize the most critical new initiatives. This work is critically important
and if conflrrmed I will do all I can to ensure U.S. support for these priorities.

I understand thal this nrapping process is well underway in Lebánon and Jordan,
where the U.N. is overlaying national poverty data with refugee locations in order
to identifu the most vulnerable communities. In Jordan, the World Bank has rapidly
scaled up its response through the recent launch of a $53 million municipality sup-
port project. At the request ofthe Government of Lebanon, the World Bank, recently
conducted an assessment and released a "Roadmap" identifying priority assistance
initiatives to help Lebanon manage the inrpact of the Syrian crisis. On the margins
of the U.N. General Assembly, Secretary Kerry announced an additional $30 million
to support host communities in Lebanon to address development and humanitarian
needs.

Question. The Bureau of Counterterrorism is responsible for forging partnerships
with nonstate actors, multilateral organizations, and foreign governments to âd-
vance U.S. counterterrorism objectives and our nalional security. Ifconfirmed. what
will youl priorities be for the Bureau ofCounterterrorism? Based on your knowledge
of the Bureau's missions and activities, in rvhich areas does it pertbrm well? What
policies or activities may need to be reassessed or improved?

Answer. In his May 2013 National Defense University speech, President Obama
made it clear that 21st century terrorism presents shorþ and long-term challenges.
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In the short term, the United States must maintain. the pressure on al-Qaeda and
its afiìliates to disrupt their operations and trring terrórists to .justice within a
framework that respects the rule of law. In the long term, the President emphasized
the need to do nrore to counter the social, economic, and political drivers oT violent
extremism that fuel terrorist recruitnent and also build the capacity of our partners
to add¡ess the threat within their borders and regions. This is where the Bureau
of Counterterrorism, and indeed the broader J enterprise and other actors such âs
the Center for Strategic Counterterrorism Communicãtions and USAID have a lead-
ing role to pìav.

It is my understandirìg bhat the State Department Counterterrorism (CT) Bureau
macle capacity-building partner capacity and countering violent extremism its stra-
tegic priorities during the President's first term.

If confirmed, I would look folward to evaluating the progi'ess toward these goals
and working to support CT's efforts to continuously impróve its effectiveness and
impact. I would also work with the President, Secretary Kerry, and Members of
Congress to build on the progress the Bureau has made in these âreas.

I understand lhat the CT Bureau has worked hard to develop new fora and pro-
grams to leverage intemational efforts on behalf of shared couiterterrorism go'als.
If confirmed, f would hope to deepen and strengthen such a "force nrultiþlier"
approach to this global challenge. I'm also told thât CT has developed innovative
countering violent extremism (CVE) programs that target in.dividuals and gloups
vulnerable to becoming radicalized to violence. If confirmed, I would hope to see
these efforts not only expanded, but better aligned rvith those bureaus añd offices
in the Depar*ment working to address the underlying economic, political, and social
conditions that terrorists exploit for recruitment.

More broadly, if confirmeil, I would work with the CT Bureau and other par*s of
the Department to encourage greâter synergy among these different efforts, which
are at the heart of the President's vision for diminishing terrorist threats over the
long teirn.

Questíon. If confirmed, how do you envision the Bureau of Counterterrorism
informing and supporting the work of the other bureaus and offices you will be
leading'/

Answer. The establishment of the Under Secretarv for Civilian Securitv. Democ-
racy, and Human Rights, anrl the creation of the Buieau of Courrterterrol.iäm within
that Under Secretariat were conceived as part of a broader transformation of U.S.
foreign policy, reflected in the Quadrennial Díplomacy and Developnent Review
(QDDR), which emph-as?ed the need to advance a conrprehensive and-integrated ap-
proach to address Èoday's transnational security and oihel foreign policy ctrallenges.
This approach aims to better integrate all of our foreign policy tôols-dþtomacy ãnd
development, hand in hand with defense to advance U.S. values and intèrests. 

'

Specialized counterterrorism assistance to help our partnels pt'event and respond
to terrorist attacks and protect American interests abroad is a critical part ofthis
effort. The CT Bureau currently works to provide such assistance and to strengthen
the capacity and political will of partners to effectively counter terrorist threats
within their own borders through a ¡ule-of-law framewr¡rk, As such, the State
Department's expanded role in counterterrorism is a central element of the broader
effort to improve the United States atrility to address U.S 21st century challenges.

As evidenced throughout my career ât the nexus of security anrl human rights,
I strongly believe that counterterrorism efforts are most successful when respect for
human rights and the rule of law are central elements ofthe approach. -

The J Èureaus and Offices can work closely togethe" acroså ä range of mutually
reinforcing lines of effort to strengthen the work of countering t¡oth the symptoms
and drivers of violent extremism. If confirmed, I look forward to working with the
President, Secretary Kerry, and Members of Congress to integrate policies and build
on programmatic synergies to advance U.S. CT and foreign policy objectives.

Queslion. Gender-based violence remains a rantpant problem in nlanv of the
{orld's conf'ljcts, inclgding Syria. Burma. and the Demoðratic Republic oi Congo.
Please provide an update on implementation of the National Action Plan on lVomen,
Peace and Security. How, if at all, has implementation of the administration's
National Action Plan on Women, Peace and Security made a difference in these
countries?

Answer. To realize its commitments under the National Action Plan on Women,
Peace and Security, it is my understanding that the Departntent developed an
Implementation PIan to describe roles and actions for bureaus and enlbassies to
incorp.rate women, peace, and security (WPS) priorities within policy and programs
in conflict and post-conflict areas, and in countries experiencing sigriifican[ poiitical
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lransition. To put this plan into acfion, I understand the Department proactively
engages with partner góvernments, civil society, and relevant multilateral institu-
tiois-to 

"n"rl.è 
*orn".rts inclusion in all asoectä'ofconflict orevention. peace-build-

ing, reconstruction and transitional poliricai plocesses, civilïan securityãfforts, eco-
nomic revitalization, and the provision ofhumanitarian assistance.

In the Svria context. I undérstand the administration has made a concerted effort
to prevent"and r""ponã to gender-based violence, and fostel the political participa-
tioñ of women in peace-building and corrfìict mitigation efforts. The Department pro-
vided seed money to the Syria Justice and Accountability Center to document
human rights vioÏations and"suppolt transitional justice prócesses, including docu-
ment¿tion of sexual and pender-based violence crimes. I understand there is also a
new Community Watch Ërogranr to address security conceïns at Zaatan Camp in
Jordan. The training will address the prevention of gender-based violence as pârt
of the curriculunr.

In Burna, the Department has advocated in interagency. bilateral and muitilat-
eral engagenrents. as well as with civil society partners to âdvocâte for women's
engagemeñt, in local peace and reconciliation procèsses. In DRC, women have bene-
fited from such integrated sectoral approaches as the Africa-WPS Initiative, which
has supported capacity-building in oriler for local health, legal, and law errforcement
professiónals to gãther nredical evidence for successful prosecution and conviction of
GBV nernetrators.

If c'ondrmed, I would continue the work begrrn across meml¡ers of the J entei-
prise-including the Bureaus of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor; Population,
Refugees and lVligration; and International Narcotics and Law Enforcenent
Affaiis-and in nartnershin with the Secretarv's Office of Global Women's Issues to
strengthen efforts in the ai'eas ofconf'lict prevéntion, protection fronr conf'lict-related
gender-based violence, participalion of women in decisionmaking institutions, and
women's role in reconstruction and rebuilding efforts.

Ques\íon. StateÂJSAID Coordi¡ration.-lVlany J Bureaus and Offices, including
PRl.Vl (Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migration), CSO (Bureau of Confllict and
Stabilization Operations, and IJRL (Bureau of Democracy, Human Rig'hts and
Labor), are working on the same issues in the same cour-rtries as USAID offices are
working. Critics say there is inadequate coordination among these nrany progrâms.

r How will you enhance coordination between TJSAID and your Under Secretariat
to increase the efficient use of limited resources and overall effectiveness of
programs?

Answer. The Quadrennial Diplomacy and Development Review (QDDR), which
established the Under Secretary for Civilian Security, Democracy, and Human
Rights, provides the foundation that allows the Department of Staæ and the United
States Agency for Intetnational Developmeret (USAID) to become more efficient, ac-
countable, and effective as we work toge[her to (l) prevent and resolve conflicts;
(2) help countries protect civilians and vulnerable populations whiìe heìping them
become prosperous, stable, and democratic states; and (3) build global coalitions to
address g.lobal problems. I understarrd that a variety of formal and informaì mecha-
nisms already exist to promote coordination between USAID offices and State
bureaus. For example, I am told that USAID sits as a member of the panels that
evaluate grant applications to DRL.

If confiimed, I would work to enhance this existing coordination. hr addition, I
would build on the cooperation thaf has been developed through the work of the
Deputy Secretary of Stale for lVlanagement and Resources in bringing greater coher-
encì, efficiency, and accountability to strategic planning arrd budgeting in areas in
which we work togethel with USAID.

If confirmed, I would work to further align existing coordination among the
bureaus and offices within the Under Secretariat's portfolio and work with USAID
counteryar-ts to futther strengthen regular and systèmatic coordination and lessons
learned processes.

Question. Since 2001, your predecessors have served concurrently as Special Coor-
dinator for Tibetan. Issues. This position coordinates U.S. Tibet policy, which calls
for human rights im.provements, þreserving the distinct cuìtur-e, Ianguage and reli-
gion of Tibet, and dialogue between the Dalai Lana, his representatives and the
Chinese Government, without preconditions.

o lf annointed as Tibet Coordinator. how will vou ensase with both Chinese offì-
cialå'and Tibetan religious, cultûral, an.d þolitical Ïeaders to advance these
goals? lVhat will be your priorities with respect to Tibetan communities in India
and Nepal? Will you commit to briefing Senate Foreign Relations Committee
members or staff every 6 months on your activities in this position?
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Ànswer. Ifdesignated as Special Coordinator for Tibetan Issues, I would maintain
close contact with religious. cultural, and political leaders of the Tibetan people,
including through travél to Tibetan refugee settlements in India and Nepal, ani Í
would seek to travel to Tibeþn areas of China. I would meet with the Dãlai Lama
and his representatives.without de1ay. In my private meetings with Chinese offi-
cials, during formal dialogues, and in my public statements, I would look for new
ways to prornote substantive dialogue between the Chinese Government and the
Dalai Lama or his representatives, without preconditions.

As the United States continues its rebalance to Asia, we must continue to dem.
onstrate leadership on Tibetan issues, including in multilateral fora. If confirmed,
I would press China to grânt unfettered access to Tibetan areas to U.N. Special
Rapporteurs, as well as to diplomats, journalists, and other observers. I also would
continue to call on the Chinese Government to uphold its international human
rights comrni,tments,, and to permit.Tibetans to express their grievances freely, pub-
licly, peacefully, arrd without fear of retribution.

The United States must remain concerned about China's pressure on Nepal with
respect to Tibetan refugees. Ifl con.firmed, I would continue to press the Govèrnment
of Nepal to remain fully comnritted to the longstanding "Gentlemen's Agreement,"
which alfows newly arrived Tibetan lefugees to transit unimpeded to lnilia, and to
ensure that the rights of the long-staying Tibetan community are respected. I also
would support continuation of the vitally important TibetanJanguage services of
Radio Free Asia and the Voice of America. If confirmed, I also would coordinate our
various Tibet programs that benefit Tibetan communities in India, Nepal, and on
the Tibetan piateau, implemented by the Department of State's Bureãus of Edu-
cational and Cultural Affairs (ECA), Population, Refugees, and Nligration (PRIVI),
Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor (DRL), and hy USAID. I would seek new
ways for the State Department and other U.S. Government agencies to promote the
protection ofTil¡etans'distinci language, culture, and religion, both through our pro-
gramming for Tibetan communities in China, India, and Nepal, and in robust inter-
actions and exchanges with ofñcials, civil society, studentÀ, scholars, cultural fig-
rrres, anrl religiorrs leaders
. Finally, if designated as Special Coordinator for Tibetan Issues, I would look for-
ward to briefing and maintaining comnunication with Senatc Forcign Rclations
Committee members and sþff on my activities in this position

Questíon. Nlore than 120 Tibetans have lit themselves on fire in protest of Chinusc
policies. Despite the sevele repression, military crackdown, and denial of basic
rights, Tibetans have not resorted to violence against the authorities. Many observ-
ers ask how long that can last, especially as the Dalai Lama, with his calming influ-
ence, gets older.

r G-iven yo,ur background in conflict and atrocities, how do you see the trajectory
ofthe Tibetan struggle, and how can we work now to prevent the situatioir frorir
ever turning violent?

Answer. There is risk that the apparent cycle of repression, protest, and further
rcprcssion in Tibctan areas of China could continue to escalate, suggesting an.other
reason why resu_mption of dialogue between China and the Dalai Lama or his rep-
resentatives, without preconditions, is so critical.

I under-stand that the State Depallrrrerr[ repealedly has expressetl l,he hope that
these tragic acts of self-imnolation end, and that the leadèrship of the Central
Tibetan administration in Dharamsala, India, has similarly appealed to Tibetans
not to resort to self-immolation. President Obama has commendèil the Dalai Lana's
commitment to nonviolence, dialogue and the "lvliddle Way" approach, and continues
to encourage direct dialogue to lesolve longstanding differences. At the sanre tinre,
China has corrtinued to pursue counterproductive pólicies and failed to address the
grievarrces underlying lhis crisis.

If confirmed, I would seek new ways both to enhance U.S.-China engagement on
these issues and to encourage China to restart, without preconditions, dìalogue with
the Dalai Lama or his representatives. Dialogtre remains the hest path to resolution
of Tibetan grievances, alleviating tensions in Tibetan areas, improìing the stability
of Chin¿. and strengthening the U.S.-China relationship. I also would call upon the
Chinese Government to uphold its international hunlan rights comnritments. and to
permit Tibetans to express their grievances freely, publicly, peacefullv, and without
f'ear of retribution. Finally, if confirmed, I would use the füll range ofiools available
to me to monitor and assess the situation in Tibet to ensure [hat it receives the
interagency attention and programmatic response necessã.ry to help prevent the cur-
rent violence from further increasing.
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Qttestiotr. Section 620M of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, comnoniy known
as the Leahy anrendment, provides guidance for U.S. embassies regarding the collec-
tion, use, and public disclosure of information relating to gross violations of human
úghts by units of host nation foreign security forces. Among other things, the law
reouires that if the Secretarv of Staæ has credible information that such a unit has
co*rmítted such a violation, U.S. training, equipment, or other assistance to that
unit must cease, unless the foreign government is taking effective steps to bring the
responsible members of the unit to justice. The goals of this law are twofold: (1) to
ensure that U.S. taxpayers are not underwritiirg assistance to abusive security
forces; and (2) to help incentivize reform and the development of systems of account-
ability by ailied security forces.

. If confirmed, please describe steps that you will take to enhance effective imple-
nrentation of this law within the Department ofl State and in U.S. embassies.

. If confirmed, please describe the stepè you would take to increase awareness of
the intent of the law-helping allièd governments end impunity for human
rights violations.

. If confirmed, will you commit to briefing this committee annually on the steps
you have takerr to increase the eÊficacy and implementation of section 620lvl?

Answer. It is my understanding that the Bureau of Denrocracy, Human Rights
and Labor (DRL) has worked continuousl-y to improve inrplementation of the Leahy
law, particularly since Congress amended the law in 2011. I am familiar with a
recenf report by the Goverñment Accountability Ofñce, which highlighted speciñc
areas for improvement in providing guidance to posts on the duty to inform host
governments of derogatory human rights infornration, reviewing posts' Standard
Õperating Proced-u,rg=s^(S0Ps) for_Leahy vetting,. an{updating distance.learning
courses on the INVEST system. i understand that. DRL is cun'ently addressing
these recommendations and, if confirmed, I would ensure that they continue to do
so.

In addition, I would work to expand upon cr¡rrent efforts to educate partner gov-
ernments about the law and identiS, wavs in which we could guide or assist them
in theil'efforts to ensule accountability in response to allegations oÊgross violations
of human rights. Such efforts may be as modest as helping a government to develop
a plan of action, but they could also include gleater emphasis on rule of law and
imþroving nrilitary justice systenrs in our programming éngagemeuts. I would also
work to integrate application of the Leahy law as one of many tools in the U.S. Gov-
ernmenCs efforts to reform security services wol'ldwide. I am committed to ensuring
this committee is t¡riefed periodically on our progress.

Question. The U.S. State Department JÆIP Office (Office to Nlonitor and Combat
Trafñckins in Persolrs) receives recommendations of Tier rankings in the annual
TIP Repor-t by regional bureaus and enrt¡assies that often prioritizðissues unrelated
to the eradication of trafficking in persons. AntitrafËcking experts have raised con-
cerns about "grade inflation" in the Tier ranking process.

Ò Whât steps will your Ofäce take to support Tier rankings that reflect true
antitraffìcking efforts?

Answer. If I am confirmed as Under Secretary, JÆIP will continue to work col-
laboratively with other bureaus and offices within the Depârtment to ensure the
findings of the TIP Report ale olrjective, merit-based. and in alignnrent with the
requirements of the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA), as amended.
When govemments do not ploduce results in holding those determined to be traf-
ficking offenders accountable and in identifying and providiug comprehensive serv-
ices to victims. these areas for improvement are clearly documented in the report
and reflected in the Tier rankings, regardless of the country. Precedent for such
results is clearly evidenb in the Department's downgrading of a number of strategi-
cally sensitive countries in the June 2013 TIP Report based on their failure to
improve on or make sigrrificant antitraffrcking efforts.

I understand that many governments use the report's flrndings as a guide for
addressing human trafficking more effectively. If confirmed, I will work to ensure
that the report continues to accurately document traffrcking lrends and government
Iesponses.

Question, Ttre Under Secretary for Civilian Security oversees the Office of Global
Criminal Justice, which was foimerly known as the Office of War Crimes Issues.
Svrian Pl'esident Assad clearlv has committed, and continues to conrmit, war crimes.
We now have a process underway to de-fang Assad to prevent future chemical at-
tacks, but our work is far from done. Yet Assad's aerial bombardments of civilian
apartmen| blocks continue. We must make sure that war crimes are not tolerated,
cånnot continue, and will result in severe punishment. lVith Russia's veto power at
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the U.N. Security Council hampering the ability ¡o pursue a ref'erral to the Inter-
national Criminal Court, we mrrst establish a foundatlon today to pursue justice and
accountability in post-war Syria tomorrow.

r How is the State Depa-rtment working with its S_yrian partners now, in exile
and inside the nation, to docunrent, veiifu, and collect ddta to develop the case
qgaiqs! A,ssad? Please share your views about what additional concrete steps
the U.S. Gnvernment can take to assist Syrians toda-y to advance eventual jus-
tice and accountability.

Answer. I share your outrâge about lhe violence in Syria and your contmitment
to ensuring that those committing war crimes and crimes against humanity be held
accountable. As you know, the U.N. Independent International Commission of
Inquiry_already has^reported on the war crimes and crimes against humanity that
have taken place in Syria.

The State Department is supporting Syrian and international efforts to document
evidence of atrocities committed by all sides for use in fi.rture accountabilitv proc-
esses. One such initiative is the Syria Justice and Accountability Center lS.iAÌl). I
un.dershnd that the SJAC, led by Syrian human rights defender Mohammed Al-
Ahdullah, focuses on: tl) collection and anal.ysis ofl documentation in Svria: (2) co-
ordination of Syrian and international documentation efforts; and (3) edircation and
otitreach on transitional justice.

If confirnred, I look forward to workìng with colleagues in the State Department
and across the U.S. Government to explore how we might best advance S-yrian-led
efforts to lay a foundation flor transitiohal justice and aôcountability proceÃses that
the Syrian peop.le, especially victims, deserve.

Question. The Rohingya are possibly the most persecuted people in the world, and
yet flew people are aware of their plig'hi. A Muslim minoritylonþ resident in Burma,
they are essentially stateless, and lack basic rights, inchiding the rights to work,
travel, and marry. They routinelv suffer forced labor, confiscation of piopertv, arbi-
trary arrest and'deteniion. and physical and sexui violencé. lii 

"¿ãitìãn. 
"sô"ãrät

hundred thousand ¡eside in squalid conditions in Bangladeshi camps.
t Please describe, if confir'med, if and how you will address the multiple crises fac-

ing the Rohingya, and furthermore. if and how the bureaus and ofTces vou will
oversee, including CSO (Bureau of Conflict and Stabilization Operationã.1, PRIVI
lBureau of Population, Refugees and Migrationr, and JÆIP (O-ffrce to Monitor
and Combat Tlaffìcking.in Persons), DRL (Bureau of Democracy. Human Rights
and Labor), DRL,/IRF-(Internationâl Religious Freedom), are addressing ihis
lssue now.

Answer. I. am deeply concerned about the stateless Rohingya who continue to face
ongoing violence, discrimination, and desperate humanitarián conditions in Burma
and elsewhere in the region. As you know, since the June and October 2012 violence
in Rakhine State, Burma, approxinratelv 140,000 people. ntainlv Rohinsva. remajn
internally tlisplaced while so--rie 20,000 to 60.000 Éohine-ya havó fled biboat, seek-
ing reluge in other countries in the region, the largesf annual exoduê in over 20
yea16.

I understand that the United States Government is activelv engaeina the Bur-
mese and other governments in the region to address underlyiirg issues õf violence,
discl'imination, and persecution and to develop duratrle solulions. The Urrited States
Government is comrnitted to ensuring the deliverv of humanitarian assistance and
intensjfied engagenìent with the Gove¡nments ofl Burma and Bangladesh, as well
as with other international partners.

I understand that the Bureau ofDemocracy, Human Rights and Labor (DRL) has
worked with Enrbassy Rangoon to condemn ongoing acts oi violence and persecution
in Burma, pressed the govemment to provide protection for those at risk, and made
addressing the.stateless status of the Rohingyã in Burma a key prioritv of the U.S.
Government's human lights dialogue with the Burmese Goveinment. Moreover,
DRL's Office of International Religious Freedom is actively engaged on religious
freedonr-to n1âp_ a wây forward forEurma that will include iespãctíng the reli[ious
rights of the Rohingya.

I also understand that the Bureau of Conflict and Stabilization Operations (CSO)
has detailed a conflict specialist to Embassy Rangoon to monitor ilevelopments in
Rakhine State and inform U.S. Govelnment policy and programming. In addition,
CSO's Washington-based team mairrtains cloìe relationships with Rakhine State
diaspora contacts and continues monitoring and analyzing conflict d¡nramics and
conflict mitigation approaches in Rakhine State.

I understand that the Bureau of Population, Refugees, and Migration (PRM), in
coordination with the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), is lead-
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ing U.S. Government efforts to ensure âccess for the provision of humanitarian
assistance and protection to internally displaced persons llDPs) in Burma and Bur-
nrese refugees aid asylum-se.ekers in heigtiboring^countlies, inciuding the Rohingya.
In FY 2013. the Uniteti States provided more than $51 milìion in humanitarian
assistance to vulnerable Burmese in Burma ami in the reg'ion, including $3?.6 mil-
lic¡n from PRIVI and $14.05 million from USAID.

I understand that JÆIP has repeatedly highlighted in bilateral diplomacy the
issue of the vulnerability of the Rohingya population and encouraged Burnrese Gov-
ernment officials to redouble their effor:ts [o ènsure the protection of Rohingya traf-
ficking victims.

J Bureaus have also rvorked closelv with the Bureau of International Organiza-
tions to maintain the U.N. Human Rights Council's mandate for the special
râppor¿eur on Burnra; continue the tI.N. General Assenlbly's scrutiny of Burma. in-
cluding the situation of the Rohingya; and support the establishment of an office
of the High Commissioner for Human Rights in Burma with a full mandate to
report on current abuses and build the rìecessâry capacity to add¡ess hunran rights
challenges.

If confir'med, I would work with interagency pârtners, Congress. and the inter-
national comnnurity to support and stlengthen U.S. policy to enhance the security
and advance the human rights ofthe Rohingya population in Burma and eÌservhere
in the region.

Qtæstion. In recent nronths, news reports have highlighted the loss of more than
360 migrants off the coast of Lampedusa, Italy. thè deaths of 92 mig'rants in the
desert in Niger, and the rescue of 700 more off the ltalian coast. These traqedies
highlight thõ dangers Africans, many fìeeing corrf'lict and poverty at home fõr the
hope of better fufures in Europe, encounter rvhen they ar-e exploited by human
traffickers.

t How is USG addressing the issue now, and whal more can be done?
Answer. I understand that the United States Governnent add¡esses such issues

by providing programnratic assistance and through trilaæral and multilateral diplo-
níaåy. The -Dõpaitment of State's Bureau of Population, Refugees and Migraiion
(PRÚI) providei funding to the International Orlanizatión for "Migration (IÓM) to
help build the capacity of countries in lhe Horn of Africa region to better antl more
huiranely mr,trgä mifration, including by helping countries in the region coordinate
with one another on common concerns and to undeltake awareness campaigns to
discourage people flom undertaking dangerous sea journeys. I understand PRM also
supports añ IOIVI program in Niþer that provides emergency nredica.l care atld
asðlstance to Nigerìeni returning home. as well as to other migrant nationalities
strandecl bv the tibvan crisis andthe cloiure of the Libvan border"s.

If confìrñred, I wíll work closely with all the relevait J Bureaus and Offices to
seek comprehensive approaches to the problem. f will work with countries of origin,
transit, and destination-as well as with my intelagency counterparts and inter-
ested governments-to help address seculity concerns and ensure access to appro-
priate protection for vulnerable migrants. Governments can work together to
develop safe and orderly rnig'ration programs and to enhance economic opportunities
in countries oforigiu. Governnrerrts can also improve law enforcement action against
both smugglels and tl'affickers who exploit and abuse migrants and refugees, as
well as prôvide â.ccess to appropriate protective servlces for those who have been i11-

treated while making such jourr¡eys.

Questíon. The Democratic Republic of Congo and M23 will soon sigr a peace
accord, ending 20 months ofviolence. CSO has operated in DRC in the past, moni-
toring elections in 2011 and implementing a stabilization initiative in 2010.

I Is CSO currently engaged in the DRC? If yes, how will CSO work with the Gov-
ernment of the DRC ánd regional stakeholders such as Rwanda, Uganda, and
the U.N. to help stabilize ánd bring critical humanitarian assistance to the
areas that experienced the most conflict.

Answer. The State Department's Representative for Lord's Resistance Army
(LRA) Issues (a CSO officer) is workìng with U.S. nrilitarv advisors in northeastern
DRC to bring about the end of the LRÀ. CSO coordinates closely with che Govenr-
ment of the DRC, other LRA-affected governnìents, Westem donor nations, the U.N.
Stabilization lVlission in the DRC (MONUSCO), the AU, and various NGOs to help
end the conflict and ensure that people in the region heal and rebound from this
decades-old traüma.

CSO is in the nascent stages of exploring additional work in the DRC, including
supporling disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) efforts, providing
humanitaiian assistance, and strengthening infrastructure (for example, roads).
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If confirmed, I will coordinate the efforts of the J Bureaus ancl Offices and will
work with the entire State Department antl the interagency community to develop
a strateg:y to help the people and Government of DRC.

RcspoNsns oF HoN, 
"*;ii1$^åt;Ëiåffi,#" Quns'rroNs SueMrrre¡

. Questíon. Does the Department have concrete plans for preventing increased vio-
lence against diplomatic personnel in Iraq and Afghanistàn in the wake of those
countries' respective U.S. military drawdowns?

Anslver. Our missions in lraq and Alehanistan face serious and onpoins securitv
challenges. As with all our mis-sions aióund the worid. our highest ñriorÏty is thä
safety of our personnel in the field. We have detailed security plans in place for both
missions and review these plans regularly. We cannot escape the bãsic fact that
Mission Afghanistan, in Kabul and the field, operates in a wãr zone; and that Iraq
continues to pose a selious security challenge. In order to operâte in such chal-
lenging environnrents, we have implemented some ofl the most rbbust security meas-
ures available. We can do much to mitigate risk, but such risk cannot be ênlirely
eliminated.

We greatly appreciate the support provided ø the Department b.y Conqress in
inrplementing the Incr"eased Security Proposal tlSP), as well as fuúding ior both
ongoing anrl extraordinary security progrâms in the Bureau of Diplomati'c Security
(DS) and the Bureau of Overseas Buildings Operations (OBO). Ifconårmed, I will
regularþ review the effectiveness of our secr.rrity programs and explore new ideas
to keep our missions safe as we approach the trãns:ilion in Afg'hanistan. If con-
firmed, the security of our people will be one of my top prioritiés. I look fo¡ward
to working with you on this important issue.

RespoNsns o¡' Dn. Senen Snwei,l ro QuESTroNs Susûrrrrsn
ev SpN¡ron Bos ConKen

Question. As Undersecretary, you would oversee the newlv created Conflict & Sta-
bilization Operations Bureau ICSO), which is currently led by the founding director
of USAID's Office of Transition Initiatives (OTI).

t With both CSO and OTI working in the same places (such as in S-vria), cân you
please describe how the authorities, missions. and methodologieé of CSO ànd
OTI differ?

Answer. The QDDR highlighted the need for greater coherence and effectiveness
in the way in which State and LISAID app¡oach conflict and crisis courrtries. CSO
and OTI have man.y of the same authorities, favor rapid response, and often work
together in prioriby-places across the conflicl spectrrnt'. Howdvei', CSO was created
as a Bureau within the State Department with the unique mission of ensuring that
conflict analysis and operations feed directly into policy discussions and drive more
cohcrcnt, cffcctivc U.S. Govcrnnrcnt policics and strategy at the highest level. The
Assistant Secretary of CSO is named ihe Secretary's Señi'or Ativisorön Conflict, and
CSO personnel integ'rate operational experience and analysis into diplonrac_y.

CSO focuscs U.S. Govcnrmcnt ûttonlion on priority cases (I(enyá, Burnra, Syria,
Hondulas, Nigeria, and Bangladesh); leads interagerrcv analvtic processes (round-
tables, budget reviews, scenarios, meta-tlata cntnches, joint aisessments, etc.);
directs funds to the element of ¡he U.S. Government that is best positioned to imple-
ment programming; and expands partnerships with other donors on behalf of shared
conflict mitigation objectives. For example, in Syria, CSO works with the United
Kingdom, Denmark, Canada, and others to pool resotrrces to advance common soals.
I am told that CSO is also redesigning a civilian surge, conflict expercise. andËxpe-
ditionary capacity in the U.S. Government through a new Civiliãn Response nèt-
work.

I understand that another major difference between CSO and OTI is that CSO
has a greater opportunity to integrate players and funding as it brings together pol-
icy and implementation. For instance, CSO convenes experts and interagency rep-
resentatives to ensure an integraterl approach to conflict assessments and strategiès
and to provide Posts with early options for preventive action.

Question. There is a real tension in our foreign policy between advancing democ-
racy and human rights on the one hand, and advancing our strict nationafinterest
on the othel hand. Although they are not always different or in conflict, the tension
is something with which we as â democracy struggle. Those tensions are really
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manifest in your portfolio, where you have democracy, human rights, and stabiliza-
tion as part of your core responsibility, and at the same time counterterrorism and
antinarcotics.

a How do you effectively nrânage that tension?
Ansr4,er. Secretarv Kerry has made it clear that the prevention and mitigation of

conflict ancl the plomotion of denrocracy and human rights go halrd in hand with
countering transnational crime and terrorisnr. Pursuing these goals iu taudem is not
just the right thing to do-it is the smart thing to do. It is both an exptession of
our core values, and an imperative for securing oul'national interests.

Bringing together the diplomatic and progrãmmatic capabilities of these diverse
bureauÈ and offices strengthens our effort to support durable and sustainable secu-
riby andjustice seclor capâcities that are more likely to protect individuals from vio-
lence, oppression, and discrimination. Promoting better governance and account-
ability dfl securitv forces is an essential cornerstone of prõmoting our interests. [t
rnay sometimes tie a challeng'b to help our partners undeistand thls nexus of values
and interests, and certainly a challenge to achieve it, but it is this combination that
best characterizes the uniqueness and power ofAmerican foreign policy.

The advancement of human rights and democratic principlei aiound the worid is
essential to long.ternr U.S. strategic and economic interests, including the goals and
objectives of all the bureaus in what will be my portfolio, if confirmed. The United
States should conlinue to emphasize rule of law, human rights, effective and
accountable governance institutions, and strong and engaged civil society even as
it engages in other programs and policies to advance U.S. interests.

Qu.estion. The Under Secretary of State for Civilian Security, Democracy and
Human Rights oversees eight bureaus and offices with budgets of some $4 billion
in proglanr funds (as you note in your opening statement).

o What is vour understandins of the authoritv vou would have to oversee these
bureaus änd how would yoü plan to use thaË duthority to ensure accountability
in the bureaus and offices that fall uuder yourjurisdiction?

comes. I would use the Under
to fulfill the mandate outlined in the QDDR

Secretary's authority and role as I work
and assigned by Secretary Kerry.

Questiort. What aspects of your background would you draw upon in ovet'seeing
State's International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Bul'eau (INL) and Bureau for
Counterterrorism (CT)? Looking to the future, what do you see as lhe most impor-
tant priorities for INL and CT?

Answer. Understanding how national security institutions effectively deliver pol-
icv outcomes an¡l do so efflicientlv and ethicallv has been a kev focus of mv work
aJ an academic, foreign policy ddvisor and públic ser-vant. Främ my 

"xpeiien"".serving as the first Deputy Assistant Secretary for Peacekeeping at the Department
of Defense, to my position as Director of the 2008 Transition National Security
Agencies review, to my role as a contributor to military doctrine for counterinsur-
geîcy and responding'to mass atrocity, I have drawn valuable lessons for leading
change in large, comple.v national security organizations. I am also forturrate to have
had experienCe working in al'eas of both "hard" and "soft'' power. serving as Director
of Harvard's Carr Center for Hunran Rights Policy and helping pioneer the field of
civilian nrotection in almed conflict. I believe these experiences will help me
strengthén the Statc Department's progrâms and policies tó enhance Americañ val-
ues and U.S. national securitv interests.

As vou know. the State Dópartment Bureaus of INL and CT play a critical role
in coribating illegal drugs, lrãnsnational crime and terror while promoting rule of
law and countering violent extremism. I understand that INL has transforme<i into
a leading tool to advance and promote respect for the rule of law on a global scale,
helping itates grow institutions that protect the rights of their citizens while pro-
mo[ing their seòurity. The CT Bureau's work to counter terrorism, including truild-
ing the capacity of our foreigrr partners and countering violent extremism to stem
terrorist recruitment, complements the work of INL.
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I am convinced of the importance of these U.S. efforts to help nations extend the
reach of justice under the rule of iaw and become more effective partners in pro-
viding civilian security and international stability. If confìrmed, I would worÈ to
strengthen,these efforts and promote synergy beiween them and among all of the
programs ofthe J Under Secretariat.

Rpspoxsns oF RTcHARD SrBNcnr, To QuEsTroNS SueMrtrs¡
BY SENAToR Bo¡ Conr¡n

Question. The Departnrent's Office of lrrspector General IOIG) recentlv issued a
report (see "Inspection of the Bureau of International lnformation Prograrns," ISP-
I-13-28, lVlay 2013), that.was highly critical ofmajor structural and functional prob-
lems with the Bureau of International Information Programs (IIP), which wiii be
under your purview.

r Will you commit f,o implementing the recommendations of that OIG report?
Answer. I welcome the Office of,the Inspector General's (OIG) report, which high-

lights a number of key issues in the Bureau of lnternationai Inforñratiorr Programs
lllP). I believe that it can give valuable guidance and be a helpful tool to ner¡inran-
agement. It is my understanding that IIP is responding to thè OIG's recommenda-
tions. If confirmed, I wiil consider the inspection's structural and functional rec-
ommendations as part of an overall strategy to make our public diplonracv progranìs
more effective. I believe that it is essential to closelv link IIP's w-ork to th-at óf the
other public diplomacy lrureaus and the rest of the Department. Our American
Spaces, speakers programs, social media platf'orms, and information irritiatives
should complement and prôvide context for ihe work we do with the press. Should
I be confirmed, I will rlraw on the OIG inspection, employ industry 6est practices
I used at TIIVIE, an.d work with public diplomacy's new ltiadership-team t-o review
the OIG findings to enhance IIP's contributions to our diplomacy eforts.

Questíon. Parl ofyour purview as Under Secretarv rvill be supervisinq the Center
tor Strategrc Uounterteriorism Communications (CSUC), whióh, accoiding to the
Ðepartment's Web site, "coordinatels], orient[s], and inforntls] government-wide for-
eigrr communications activities targeted against terrorisnr and violent extremisnt,
particularly al-Qaeda and its affrliates and adherents."

t Can you explain how robust or extensive tISCC's operations are in conparison
to the other contponents under your supervision? If not rot¡ust or extensive, do
you intend to expand the CSCC's reach, scope, or efforts?

Answer. The Center for Strategic Counterterrorisnr Communications (CSCC) was
established in 2011 and i6 relatively modest in terms ofbudget and staffcompared
to s-ome of the other public diplomacy elements I will superviíe, if confirmed. Ñever-
!i',"1",*, the scope and effectiveness of CSCC's efforts is notably robust. Everyday
CSCC counters violent extremist messagìng in four critical lánguages in dþitdÌ
environments and in countries where al-Qaeda and its affiliates ãreãctive. Bãsed
on my State Departmont briefings on CSCC octivitica, I am imprcsscd bv CSCC's
innovative and unique approach, CSCC is correcting misinformatìon and c-orrtesting
the space occupied by violent extremist messaging-and they are doing it in rea-l
time. CSCC rvill continuo to magni$, itc cffort¡ thróugh closo õooperatioriwith other
parts of the Department and the interagency. Suðh collaborâtion is expanding
CSCC's scope and effort in cost effective ways. lf confirmed, I will review CSCÕ
operations to see how they can be most effective and fulfill its inrportant mission.

Questíon. The committee is aware that the lack of attendance of the Department s
designee to the BBG board has, at times, prevented r quorurn and thus-prevented
the BBG from functioning properly.

a In your capacity as a BBG governor, will you attend all board meetings, or
ensure a substitute's attendance at times when you are unable to attend? -

Answer. Our U.S. Government-suþported int€rnational media onerations are an
important element of our foreign policiy. thelr mission is a critical þart of achieving
o,ur national securily oþectives. If confirmed, I will faithfully represent Secretary
Kerry.on the Broadcasting Board of Governors and be an active þarticipant in thê
Board's meetings-as well as deliberations between meetinss-tó ensuie that the
State Department is at the table. I also commit to doing all-I can to ensure a sub-
stitute when at times I may be unable to attend.

Queslion. [n your dual.capacity as Under Secretary and BBG governor, will you
conlmit to working closely with the committee and other stakehõlders to improve
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the effectiveness and operations of BBG and the broader U.S. international broad-
casting effort?

Answer. More than ever, we need the ability to communicate and engage with
nations and communities around the woi-ld. The BtsG is an essential component for
accomplishing this important task. If confirmed, I will work with the committee and
ôther atâkeholders to ensure that our international media operations have the lead-
ership, structure, and clear vision to fulfill their mission on behalf of the American
people.

RsspoNses oF HoN. Ha,tr¡rpR A. HrccrNsorroM To QUESTToNS SuBMrrrED
BY SÐNATC}R MERCO Ru¡TO

Questíon. On January 7, 2013, the State Departmenl's International Security
Advisory Board recomnrended to "implement a comprehensive monitoring and eval-
uation process fol its seculity capacity-building progr.ams, measuring effectiveness
against defined goals in terms of basic national objectives, not just value for money
or inputs provided." In April 2013, the President issued Security Sector Assistance
Presidentiãl Policy Directive 23 (PPD 23) pledging to "inform policy with rigorous
analysis, å.ssessments, and evaluations-"

r Please provide a detailed explanation of the neasures taken thus far by the
administration to implenrent rigorous analysis, assessments, and evaluations of
U.S. security sector assistance in accordance to PPÐ23.

I Please provide a detailed explanation of the requirements included in S. 1271,
the Forèign Aid Transparency and Accountability Act of2013, that the adminis-
tration.considers similar to their ongoing efforts to monitor and evaluate secu-
ritv sector assistance in accordance to PPD 23.

o PlËase provide a detailed explanation of the requirements included in S. L27L
that the administration considers dissimilar to their ongoing efforts to monitor
and evaluate security sector assistance in accordance to PPD 23.

Answer. Over the last several years, the administration has improved monitoring
and evaluation, with important work ongoing, and I look foi"ward to building on
these efforts. If confirmed, I am comnritted to improving the way the Departmen!
conducts monitoring and evaluation (M&E). as well as linking that inforrnation to
the budgeting and planning process and enhancing transparency of all foreign
assistance.

Monitoring and evaluation for U.S. securitv sector assistance (SSA) plays an
essential role in ensuring the impact, effectiveriess, relevance, and efñcienry o? SSA
policies, strategies, progrãms, and activities. M&E also provide SSA policymakers,
þlanners, progianl managers and implementers the analytical tools necessary to
make effective decisions and resource allocations; set and månage expectations;
maximize outcomes; report results; and adapt programs and approaches as nec-
essary. These efforts contemplate the use of best practices, and the application ofl
standards for regr.rlarized and integrated monitoring across SSA agencies. Moni-
toring focuses on whether <lesired results are occurring during implementation, and
confirms whether imnlementation is on track: whereas evaluation (the svstematic
collection and analysis of information about th'e characteristics and outcorñes) docu-
ments the achievement of outcomes and results at the end of an intervention and,
in some cases, the value ofcontinuing the investment.

PPD 23 sets robust common standards and expectations for assessing security sec-
tor assistance requirements, in addition to investing in M&E of security sector assis-
tance programs. It provides that such standards will be aided by guidelines for
measuiable security sector assistance objectives, appropriate data collection of the
impacts and results of security sector assistance programs, and improved efforts to
inform decisionmaking processes with data on whãt works and what does not work
through impact evaluations, when pelmissible. Such standards and data collection
will tàke into account the varying security and information environntents where
U.S. programs operate.

I am support'ive of the goals of S. 1271 and understand that conversations
between your staff and the administration are ongoing. I am confident that we can
find a way to advance our shared goals about stlengthening nonitoring, evaluation,
and transparency. If confirmed, I look forward to helping evaluate any cor-
responclirrg legislation as it may move through the legislative process in Iight of the
verlr robust security sector assiitance measuies envisioned and being undeitaken by
the administration.

I understand that the administration's M&E processes being planned pursuant to
PPD 23 are robust and address the provisions for M&E set out generally in S. 1271
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for security sector assistance. For example, the administration will introduce com-
mon standards ând expectations for assessing securit¡r sector âssistance, in addition
to investing in M&E of security sector assistance progranrs. Such standards will be
aided by guidelines for measurable security sector assistance objectives, appropriate
data collection on the impacts and results of security sector assistance p-rograms,
anrl improved efforts to inform decisionmaking processes with data on what works
and what does not work through impact evaluations, when permissible. Such stand-
ards and data collection will take into account the varying éecurity and information
environments where U-S. prograns operate.

It is my understanding that interagency g'uidance has been prepared to ensure
that the M&E measures contemplated by the President's policy for SSA ãre reâlized.
And, if confirmed, I will ensure the Department continues to provide its leadership
toward oversight of SSA.

Rpspoxsns oF HoN. HEATHER A. Hrccm¡eorroM To QuESTroNs SuBMrrrED
By SENAToR EoweRt J. M¡.nxsv

Questinn. What criteria do you believe lhe United States should use to determine
whether to give aid to Egypt? Under what circumstances, if any, do you see the cur-
rent aid suspension being liffed?

Anslver. As the President and Secretary have säid, we are deeply committed to
the U.S.-Egypt relationship, and \¡r'e want to help Egypt's transition succeed.

The administration is reviewing the October 9 decision, informed by credible prog-
ress on the interim governnrent's-political roadmap toward a sustairìable, inchisivË,
and peaceful transition to democracy. As events develop in Egypt, we will be watch-
ing not only progress along the government's roadmãp, but õther aspects of the
transition. We do not believe that having specific, public benchmarks foi our review
would contribute to our ability to influence the course of the transition.

fn our recent conversations with the Eg-vptian Government, they have reiterated
their commitment to cornpleting tl'reir politicai roadrrrap. Nlaintaining fle-xibility to
respond to, and influence, changing events on the gr.ound is of criticãl importance
in allowing us to advance our national interests- That is particularly truè in our
assistâ.nce relationship.

_ Ques.tinn.-l)o, you agree that Egypt's adherence to its peace treaty obligations with
Israel is a fundanrental criterion for [J.S. support?

Answer. The United States has an unshakeable commitment to Israel's security.
Adherence to Peace Treaty obligations is a fundamental to U.S- support for Egypì,
and Egypt is meeting its obligations under the treaty.

U.S. assistance to Egypt will continue to advarice peace and security between
Egypt and Israel. The United States will work with Egypt's interim government to
provide assistance that helps Egypt secure its borders and the Sinail prevents the
flow of weapons into Gaza that threaten Israel's vitel security objectives; and
counters extLenism, tenorisrn, alrl ¡luliferaLiorr.

Question. How should the United States balance our support for democratic values
and respect for electecl goverìrments. rvith the reality that ihe Fìgyptinn militar_y has
been a ðlose ally of theU.S. and is playing a useful role in fightín$ radical Isla"mists
in the Sinai and in Gaza? lVlore broadly, how do we balance democracv vs. stability?

Answer. Eg_vpt is a vital partner, and our longstanding relationship is predicated
on our shared interests in a stable, denrocratic, and prosperous Egypt, securing
regional peace and security, and countering extremism ãnd ter¡orism.'As President
Obama said at the U.N. General Assembly, the United States wili maintain a
constructive relationship with the interim Egyptian Government that promotes core
interests. Our relationship with the Egyptian Armed Forces has contiibuted to the
implementation of the Peace Treaty with Israel and in other aspects of our coopera-
tion -

The Uniæd States will at times work with governnìetÌts that do not meet. at least
in our view. the highest international expeciations, but who work with u.s on our
core inte¡ests. Nevertheless, we will not stop asserting principles thât are consistent
with our democratic ideals and our valueÀ. We are-s-eekinþ to encourage â more
democratic transition in Egypt. In fact, as Secretary Kerry emphasized ãuring his
November 3 visit to Cairo, progless along a nrore democratic transition can con-
tribute to greater stability and calm. and thereby to economic growth and badly
needed new loreign and domestic investment.


